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ROLE OF CIVIL ENGINEERS IN THE RAILWAYS  

 
 

In the earliest days of engineering, civil and military were the only 
divisions- the civil engineers dealing with all aspects of engineering other 
than military.  It was only later, with the need for specialization that it 
became necessary to go in for separate disciplines like mechanical, 
electrical and so on. 
 

The civil engineer of the modern times deals with aspects of human 
existence, which are basic and fundamental in character and thus there is 
no activity in which the civil engineer is not involved.  The list would be 
almost endless - houses, hospitals, schools, colleges, transport, public 
services like water supply and drainage, industrial construction, irrigation, 
flood control and so on. 
 

In the specific area of Railway transport, the civil engineer is 
required to involve himself in the ”Surveying” for the new line, the 
’construction’ thereof, and also its maintenance.  The path the railway line 
would take - what is called is engineering parlance alignment - is decided 
by the civil engineer on the basis of the ‘survey’ and on the basis  of the 
terms of reference for the survey given to him.  Many a time such survey 
involves exploration into areas unknown and the role of the civil engineer 
in the surveying of the new railway alignment could, in a restricted sense, 
be compared to the voyages of Columbus, Thomas Cook etc. in terms of 
the courage and sense of purpose which it requires. 
 

The construction of the new railway line, by which is meant the 
translation of the surveyed alignment in terms of actual track on the 
ground, is no less risky and dangerous and many civil engineers have laid 
down their lives in the construction of a new bridge over a mighty river, or 
in the boring of a tunnel through treacherous mountainous terrain. 
 

After the new railway line is constructed, the line is thrown open for 
the public carriage of passengers.  The railway line is then said to be 
forming part of ‘open line’, a line which is open to the public carriage of 
passengers.  The civil engineer is required to ensure safe movement of 
passengers and goods on such a line, and this means constant vigil on his 
part.  Whether it is rain or sun-shine - be it the pouring monsoon or the 
blazing summer - the civil engineer is required to ensure the availability of 
the line for the safe movement of rail transport.  To enable the railway 
being run, he has to construct bridges over mighty rivers, station buildings, 
offices, facilities for the public like parcel offices, goods sheds, retiring 
rooms, waiting rooms, loco-sheds, pump houses, water supply and 



drainage lines, schools, colleges, staff quarters, recreational and 
community centres etc. 

 
Organizational Structure of the Civil Engineering Department 

 
                 

To enable these above mentioned activities being carried out, the 
Railway Civil Engineer has organized himself in various tiers of 
administrative and technical management, starting from the Railway Board 
(Ministry of Railways) right down to the Gangman who maintains the 
railway track.  The organizational structure is as below: 

 
 

RAILWAY BOARD    
 

Member Engineering (ME) 
 
 
 

Additional Member (Civil Engineering)  
 

Executive Directors 
 

Directors 
 

Joint Directors 
 

Deputy Directors 
 
 
 

 
ZONAL RAILWAYS HEADQUARTERS  

 
General Manager 

 
  Principal Chief Engineer (PCE)   

 
  

 Chief Bridge Engineer (CBE) Chief Track Engineer (CTE)    THODs 
 

   
  Deputy Chief Engineers (Dy. CEs) 

 
   

Executive Engineers (XENs) 



 
 

Assistant Engineers (AENs)     
 
 
 
 

RAILWAY DIVISION (MAINTENANCE) 
 

Divisional Superintending Engineer (Coordination) 
 or  

Senior Divisional Engineer ( HQ)  (Sr.DEN/ HQ)  
 or 

Senior Divisional Engineer (Coordination) 
 

Senior Divisional Engineer (Sr DEN)  
 

Divisional Engineer (DEN) 
 

                                       Assistant Engineer (AEN)   
 

————————————————————— 
 
   Permanent Way              Inspector of       Bridge Inspector 
    Inspector (PWI)            Works (IOW)                       (BRI) 
 
 
   P. Way  Mistries           Works Mistries     Bridge Mistries 
 Gang Mate   Artisan Staff       Skilled and un- skilled staff. 

   Key man                           Khallasis    
   Gang man        

 
 

ZONAL RAILWAY (SURVEY AND CONSTRUCTION) 
 

General Manager (Con) 
or 

Chief Administrative Officer (CAO/CON)  
or  

Chief Engineer (S&C) 
 
 

Chief Engineer (Construction) (CE/CON) 
 
 

Deputy Chief Engineer (Construction) (Dy.CE/CON) 



 
 

Executive Engineers (Construction) (XEN/CON) 
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PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF PERMANENT WAY 
 

     The railways are a development of the “tramways” and ”plateways” of 
the eighteenth century. The original tramways consisted of stone 
slabs/timber baulks laid flush with the road surface for horse carriages.  
These slabs/baulks were later on covered with iron straps or plates to 
reduce wear.   Later these were replaced by angle irons with one leg 
vertical to keep the wheels on the track.  These angle irons were later 
replaced by cast iron beams.  These cast iron beams were later replaced 
by the rail sections as presently evolved. 
 
     The two rails of the track have to support heavy wheel loads moving at 
great speeds and cannot be directly laid on the ground.  They have in 
addition to be kept at a prescribed distance apart to enable the wheels 
rigidly connected to the axle to move safely over them.  To enable this 
distance - called the gauge - being maintained and to distribute the load, 
‘sleepers’ are used.  The sleepers in turn rest on a bed of ballast (which is 
usually stone).  Ballast provides a resilient bed, helps to maintain the track 
to the required level and line, distributes the load over a greater are to the 
‘formation’, and also helps in drainage.  The rails are fixed to the sleepers 
with various types of fittings called ’fastenings’, depending on the type of 
rail and type of sleeper and other considerations.  The rail ends are 
connected by ’fish plates’ and ‘fish bolts’, to provide continuity across the 
rail joint for the movement of railway vehicles.  The railway track 
consisting of rails, sleepers, fastenings, ballast etc. is known as the track 
or Permanent Way.  In some countries temporary tracks were laid for 
conveyance of earth for the building up of the formation of the railway, and 
the permanent way was so called to distinguish it from the temporary lines 
laid thus. 
 
     The railway line is generally either on an embankment, or in a cutting, 
as per the details shown in figure below. 



 
In the former case, the railway line is laid above the natural ground line on 
a specially prepared railway embankment, and in the latter case, the 
railway line is so laid as to require an excavation through the ground.  The 
level to which the embankment is constructed or the ground is profiled, 
depending on whether the railway line is on embankment or in cutting, is 
called the formation level. 
 
Gauge: Gauge, as already defined, is the minimum distance between the 
running or gauge faces of the two rails.  The largest and the smallest 
gauges in the world have been 7'(2.12m) and 2'(0.61m) respectively.  The 
battle of the gauges was fought in many countries of the world as various 
gauges were tied up with economic, political and strategic considerations.  
A larger gauge has the advantage of greater safety, speed and traffic 
capacity.  It however requires flatter gradients and curves.  The cost of a 
railway line increases with gauge. 
 
     The standard gauge i.e. 4’8 1/2"(1435 mm) originated from the gauge 
of a railway line in a colliery in the United Kingdom.  By far the longest 
length of railway line in the world today is laid to this gauge.  The broad 
gauge in India 5' 6" (1676 mm) is the largest gauge in the world. 
 
     In India, the first railway lines were to 5’6" (1676 mm) Broad Gauge.  
Economic factors were the cause of the introduction of the 3' 3 3/8" (1000 
mm) metre gauge in 1871.  For developing poor areas and for bringing 
merchandise to the main railways, gauges even narrower than the metre 
gauge were used.  Such railways with 2’6" and 2’0" gauges are 
sometimes termed “Feeder” Railways.  Again if the country is 
mountainous, the cost of a Railway of 5’6" gauge might be prohibitive due 
to the larger quantities of earthwork, heavier bridges, larger tunnels, flatter 
gradients and curves of larger radii, whereas a smaller gauge railway 
might be quite feasible.  Examples of this are found in the narrow gauge 
railways to the various health resorts situated on the hills in India. 
 
     One of the most important factors is however the transfer of 
passengers and goods at the junction of the two railways of different 
gauges.  Considerable delay to movement of traffic and additional 
expense occur due to a break in gauge.  This problem is of such 
importance that serious controversies have taken place in India, in Britain 
and in other countries and some railways had to alter their gauges to 
conform with that of the neighbouring railways.  The social and economic 



development and growth of a region also depend on the gauge to which 
the railway lines have been constructed in the region.  Taking all these 
factors into account, the Indian Railways have adopted policy of Uni-
gauge system all over the country.   
 
     Over 6000 km of track has been converted to BG under Uni-gauge 
programme of Indian Rlys.  Indian Railway lines have been classified as 
under:- 
 

CLASSIFICIATIO
N OF LINES:- 

 
 (i) Broad Gauge:- The big lines have been classified into five 
 groups A to E on the basis of the future maximum permissible 
 speeds as under:- 
 
Group “A” :- speeds upto 160 km./hour 
(i) New Delhi to Howrah – Rajdhani Route (via the Grand Chord and 

Howrah-Burdhwan Chord) 
(ii) New Delhi to Bombay  Central (Frontier Mail Route) 
 
Group “B” :- speeds upto 130 km./hour 
(i)  Allahabad –Katni-Jabalpur-Itarsi-Bhusaval 
(ii)  Kalyan-Pune-Daund-Wadi-Secundrabad-Kazipet 
(iii)  Kharagpur-Waltair-Vijayawada 
 
Group “C” :-  Suburban sections of Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, Kolkatta 
Group “D” :- Speed upto 100 Kmph and the annual traffic density is  
   less then 20 GMT 
Comp. Dspl. – Speed upto 100 Kmph and the annual traffic density is  
     20GMT or more.  
Group “E” :- All other sections and branch lines with speed less than  
  100 Kmph. 
 
 
The M.G. lines have been classified into three categories based on the 
potential and traffic density in the section. 
 



“Q” routes – The “Q” routes consist of the routes where the maximum 
permissible speed will be more than 75km/hr. The traffic density is 
generally more than 2.5 G.M.T. 
 
“R” routes – These routes will have a speed potential of 75km/hr.  and 
the traffic density is more than 1.5 G.M.T. 
 
“S” routes – These will have routes where the speed potential is less 
than  75km/hr.  and the traffic density is less  than 1.5 G.M.T. 
 
RAILS: 
 
     Rails provide a path for the smooth passage of heavily loaded vehicles 
at relatively great speeds.  The rail section is thus influenced by the axle 
loads and speeds and also by the traffic density - which is a measure of 
the fatigue suffered by the rail with continual pounding by the wheel loads 
over its service life. 
 
     The original rails were of I or dumb-bell section the idea being that 
when the top table of this double headed rail is worn, the rail could be 
inverted and reused.  Such rails were supported in chairs which rest on 
sleepers.  It was found that the lower table was dented by the chairs and 
could not be used as head.  This led to the development of the bull-
headed rail with a similar shape but with more metal on the head to permit 
wear.  The lower table was made of just sufficient size to be able to bear 
the stresses induced in it by the moving loads. 
 
      Side by side with these developments, a flat-footed rail which is of an 
inverted T-shape was introduced.  Their advantage lies in the fact that 
weight for weight the FF rail is having greater vertical stiffness and that no 
chairs are needed for connecting the rail to the sleeper.  The FF rail has 
now come to stay and by far the largest mileage of railway track in the 
world is laid with FF rails. 
 
     The rail section is designated by its weight in 1b/yard or in kg/m.  The 
standard rail sections in use on Indian Railways are 60 kg/m, 52 kg/m and 
9OR for BG and 90R, 75R and 60R for MG and 50R for NG.  In India, the 
standard rails are either of medium manganese or carbon steels. 
 
     The length to which a rail is rolled is governed from the considerations 
of transportation cost and facility, and manufacturing costs, and the need 
for fairly easy handling and renewal in the track under in service 
conditions.  The standard lengths are 13 m for BG and 12 m for MG.  The 
shortest piece of rail cannot be shorter than the largest rigid wheel base of 
wagons and permanent closures in running lines should not be less than 
5.5 m (18') in length. 



 
     Rail joints contribute to quite a few problems in track maintenance and 
the modern practice is to weld the rails to as long a length as practicable.  
Thus we have short welded rails consisting of 3 rails welded together, long 
welded rails of 1 km length, and continuous welded rails over larger 
lengths. 
 
     Rails fail in service for a variety of reasons.  Rails also get worn with 
service.  Criteria for track renewals, taking into account fatigue and wear 
of rails, have been framed. The way the rail is stressed on a track is very 
complex. Rail failures should therefore be accepted with the 
understanding that efforts are being continuously made to improve the 
modern rail to enhance its service life.  Ultrasonic flaw detection of rails is 
also being regularly carried out to monitor the state of health of the rails 
and take action for renewals etc. 
 
SLEEPERS:  
 
The chief functions of sleepers are to support the rails, distribute the load 
from the rails to the ballast and keep the two rails of a track to correct 
gauge.  The sleeper must also be capable of resisting the disturbing 
forces generated by the vehicle-track interaction. 
 
Wooden sleepers:  A sleeper that fulfills all requirements most 
satisfactorily is the wooden sleeper.  As the number of sleepers required is 
enormous and as timber is scarce, sleepers of other materials are being 
used in increasing numbers in many countries, particularly India.  The 
wooden sleeper has capacity to absorb shocks and to damp the vibrations 
of moving traffic and can thus retain track geometry well.  It is 
comparatively lighter and can be easily handled.  It automatically provides 
the needed insulation and is therefore ideal for track circuiting.  The 
disadvantages are lesser life due to wear, decay and attack by vermin. 
 
     All wooden sleepers shall be classified into 2 categories viz. U 
(untreated) and T (treated) category. U (untreated) shall comprise of all 
sleepers from natural durable species only. The rest shall be classified as 
T (treated) requiring to be treated with creosote and furnace oil. There are 
sleeper treatment plants for this purpose in a few places on the Indian 
Railways. 
 
Cast-iron sleepers:  Cast-iron sleepers were formerly in the form of 
circular or oval bowls or ports and also in the form of flat plates with 
projecting ribs at the bottom.  The present cast iron sleepers are a 
combination of both pots and plates.  The cast iron sleeper currently used 
is known as CST 9 sleeper.  It has bulbs on either side of the rail seat, a 
rib under a plate, and the rail supported on a box.  The rails are held to the 



sleeper with steel keys.  Tie bars are provided to link the pots under each 
rail seat, with cotters for gauge adjustment.  The sleeper provides fairly 
good lateral and longitudinal stability to the rails.   
 
However there are certain limitations of CST_9 sleepers. The sleepers 
does not have a flat bottom and hence is not suitable for mechanical 
maintenance and Measured Shovel Packing (MSP), CST-9 sleeper is not 
considered suitable for the modern long welded rails due to problems with 
the fastenings and its inability to hold the rail with a constant pressure. 
Rail seat wears out quickly causing the keys to work loose. Longitudinal 
and lateral strength for long welded rails is not considered as good as with 
steel/concrete sleepers. Shocks and vibrations are not well absorbed.  
 
 
Steel sleepers:  The increasing shortage of timber is one of the main 
reasons for the use of steel sleepers in India.  Steel sleepers have the 
advantage of longer life (compared to the wooden and CST-9 sleeper), 
better lateral strength, lesser damage during handling and transport, 
freedom from attack by vermin.  Unsuitability for track circuiting cracks at 
rail seats during service are a few of the disadvantages.  The standard ST 
sleeper now has loose jaws and two-way keys as its fastenings for the rail 
sleeper connection.  Maintenance problems, apart from corrosion are 
cracks at the rail seat and elongation of holes. 
 
Concrete sleepers:  The introduction of higher speeds, welding of rails 
and installation of long welded rails has recently been taken up in a big 
way.  A sleeper for long welded rails (LWR) has to be heavy and sturdy 
and should be capable of offering adequate lateral resistance.  These 
factors led to the development of concrete sleepers.  These sleepers with 
elastic fastenings provide a good track which can maintain better gauge, 
level, and line and due to their flat surface, are also eminently suited for 
maintenance by machines.  They are neither inflammable nor subject to 
damage by pests or corrosion in normal circumstances. They can be 
manufactured from local resources and are expected to have a long life 
under Indian conditions.  Disadvantages are (i) difficulties in handling and 
laying due to their greater weight, requiring mechanical methods involving 
considerable initial expenditure; (ii) heavy damage in the case of 
derailments; (iii) no scrap value; and (iv) unsuitability for the conventional 
beater packing. 
 
     In Concrete sleeper, rail rests on a grooved rubber pad with grooves 
parallel to the axis of the rail.  The pandrol clips are held on malleable cast 
iron inserts.  Concrete sleepers being heavy and rigid are not suited for 
yielding formations, fish plated joints and where uniform packing cannot 
be achieved.  Concrete sleepers as such are normally laid at only those 



locations where LWR is permissible.  Fish plated joints where 
unavoidable, should have wooden sleepers. 
 
     Concrete sleepers should normally be maintained with heavy track 
maintenance machines.  Where mechanical maintenance is not possible, 
measured shovel packing can be adopted.  Manual maintenance (with 
beater packing) is prohibited.  Inspection and maintenance of elastic 
fastenings, rubber pads and insulators should be done periodically. 
      
    Long term economies would accrue with the use of concrete sleepers 
because of longer life of rails and rolling stock on account of better track 
structure and higher standard of maintenance.  
 
Sleeper density:- 
 
The larger the number of sleepers in a given length of track, the greater is 
its strength and stability The term sleeper density is used to denote the 
number of sleepers in a given length of track, and is usually specified as 
so many numbers of sleepers per km of track or in terms of the length of 
the rail under which the sleepers are laid. If M is the length of the rail in 
metres M + x where x is an integer is a measure of sleeper density. Thus 
for a 13m long rail, a sleeper of M+7 would mean 20 sleepers under the 
rail. On broad gauge recommended sleeper density is M+7 for group A, B, 
C, D routes and M+4 for E route. In case of LWR and CWR this is 
expressed as number of sleepers per km of track. 
 
In the case of LWR on B.G. and M.G. minimum sleeper density shall be 
maintained at 1660 and 1540 sleeper/km respectively.  
 
TRACK FITTINGS AND FASTENINGS 
 
Rail Joints: These become necessary due to the limited lengths to which 
rails are required to be rolled.  A rail joint is the weakest link in the track.  
There is a break in the continuity of the rails.  For this reason, and the 
severe blow experienced at the gap left for expansion/contraction etc., a 
rail joint requires about 30% extra maintenance than plain track. 
 
Fish plates: The function of fish plates is to hold the two rails together 
both in the horizontal and vertical planes.  The fish plates are designed to 
have roughly the same area as the rail section.  As fish plates are not 
however as deep as the rails, the strength of a pair of fish plates is about 
55% of the rail if only vertical bending is taken into consideration. 
 
Dog spikes: These were being used for fixing rails to wooden sleepers.  
The number of dog spikes normally used is as follows: 
 



     
 The dogspike has a square section as per details shown in figure below: 

 
 
Round spikes:  These are used for fixing rails on wooden sleepers with 
special fittings called ant creep bearing plates.  These are also used for 
fixing assemblies of switches on wooden sleepers. 

WEIGHT OF
EACH=1.12LB WHEN
‘B’ IS 6 1/4”

WEIGHT OF
EACH=1.07LB WHEN
‘B’ IS 5 7/8”

3/4”+1/32”
-1/6”+DIA

WOODEN SLEEPER FASTENINGS
NOTE: LENGTH ‘B’ TO BE

SPECIFIED BY THE PURCHASER

 
 



Screw spikes: Indian Railways have recently developed designs for 
screw spikes.  There are 2 types - Plate screws to be used in place of 
round spikes for fixing with ant creep bearing plates and rail screws which 
can be used for direct fastening of rail with or without bearing plates.  The 
length of plate and rail screws have been kept the same as the round or 
dogspikes.  For details see figure below: 

 
 

 
Bearing plates: These are used for fixing the ‘T’ category wooden 
sleepers of turnouts (c) all timbers of ash pits and examination pits (d) all 
joint sleepers (e) on sharp curves of radius less than 600m on BG & MG. 
The different types are as under: 
Mild steel canted bearing plates:  these have got a cant of 1 in 20 and a 
groove in the centre to prevent rocking as per figure below: 

 



Flat mild steel bearing plates.  These are used for points and crossings.  
No cant is provided in these bearing plates.  For details figure below: 

3 4”

19mm

FLAT M.S. BEARING PLATE
 

Cast iron anticreep bearing plates:  These are provided with wooden 
sleepers at locations where creep is likely to be developed.  These have 
got a 1 in 20 cant and can be fixed with normal round/screw spikes.  The 
ACB plate can be of either ’Double key’ type or ‘Single key type’.  For 
details see figure below: 

 

 
A.C. Bearing plate 

Loose jaws:  These are used for holding the rail to the steel through 
sleeper with the help of keys.  These are manufactured out of spring steel 
and 100 of them weigh approximately 30 kg. For details see fig. below: 

 
Two-way keys:  These are used universally with trough sleepers, CST-9 
sleepers and with ACB plates on wooden sleepers.  A two way taper is 
provided on both sides of the keys and as such these keys can be driven 
in either direction.  The keys have a taper of 1 in 32.  A gauge variation of 
+-3mm on ST sleeper track can be attained by altering the length of drive 
of these keys.  For details see fig. below: 



 
Two way keys 

Cotters:  Cotters are used with CST-9 sleepers.  The cotters have a taper 
and by altering the length of drive of the cotters gauge can be adjusted on 
the CST 9 track.  These have facilities for being split after being driven to 
the required extent, to prevent them from working loose.  
 
Mild steel tie bars: These are used for holding the two plates of CST-9 
sleepers together.  For details see fig. below: 

 
Mild steel tie bars 

Elastic fastenings: 
Necessity:  The primary purpose of a fastening is to connect or fix the rail 
to the sleeper.  The spiking may be done directly or indirectly but in the 
process the fastening is subjected to severe vertical, lateral and 
longitudinal forces, the forces, which experience predominantly dynamic 
increase rapidly with increasing loads and speeds.  In addition, vibrations 
are generated by moving loads mainly on account of geometrical 
irregularities of track and due to forces set up by the imbalance in the 
rolling stock.  The traditional rigid fastening (keys for example), which has 
to a certain extent fulfilled its task for quite some time, is not able to meet 
the challenge of heavy dynamic forces effectively and as such works out 
loose under the high frequency vibrations of the order of 900 to 1000 
cycles per second even at a moderate speed of 100 kmph.  This type of 
fastening is unable to hold the rail to the sleeper firmly and with a constant 
pressure for a good length of time.  Due to the fastenings working loose, 
track parameters get affected and track deteriorates. There is a need as 
such for a fastening which can safeguard track parameters and damp the 
vibrations.  An elastic fastening is possibly an answer for the problem. 
 



Requirements:  Apart from those of the conventional rigid fastenings, 
elastic fastenings should among other requirements:-  
1. Have adequate toe load which should not reduce in service and  
2. Provide adequate resistance to lateral and longitudinal forces for 
maintaining track stability and for resisting creep. 

 
 

Types of elastic fastenings 
 

Elastic rail clip:  It is a ‘fit and forget’ type of fastening i.e. once fixed it 
maintains its desired toe load without any subsequent attention.  It exerts 
a toe load of 71.0 kg for a nominal deflection of 11.4 mm.  This toe load is 
adequate to ensure that no relative movement between rail and sleeper is 
possible.  Elastic rail clips can be fixed on wooden, steel cast iron or 
concrete sleepers.  A rubber pad is provided under the rail seat for 
cushioning.  In the case of steel sleeper a modified loose jaw which can 
be used with existing holes on the sleepers has been developed to 
accommodate the clips, along with a “rubber pad” for cushioning under the 
rail seat.  For concrete sleepers, a malleable cast iron insert is cast in the 
concrete sleeper during manufacture and has a groove and a shoulder 
through which the elastic rail clip can be driven and on which the elastic 
rail clip can rest.  When insulation is necessary for track circuiting an 
insulator of hard nylon is interposed between the shoulder and the edge of 
the rail foot.  An extension of this insulator rests on top of the rail foot 
underneath the elastic rail clip. 
 
Rubber pads: 

 
Rubber pad 



 
     A rubber pad is an integral part of an elastic fastening.  It is provided 
between rail and sleeper and performs the following main duties: 
     1.      Absorbs shocks 
     2.      Damps and absorbs vibrations 
     3.      Resists lateral and longitudinal movement of the rails 

 4.   Helps to distribute the load uniformly over the sleeper and prevents 
crushing of   sleeper material 

     5.       Provides electrical insulation. 
 
     On Indian Railways, grooved pads, 4.5mm thick, and made of special 
quality rubber are used.  Rubber when under compression expands in the 
lateral direction and the grooves help in accommodating the lateral 
expansion of the rubber under load.  In some countries, rubber bonded 
corks are also used. 
 
Ballast:  Ballast is a layer of broken stone, gravel, moorum or any other 
gritty material placed and packed below and around the sleepers for 
distributing the load from the sleepers to the formation. It also provides 
elasticity and resistance to the track for providing riding comfort. The track 
gets its resistance to lateral and longitudinal disturbing forces from ballast.  
Ballast also effectively drains the track, and is used to maintain the track 
to correct line and level. 
 
     Sand, moorum, cinder, gravel, broken bricks, broken stone etc. are 
some of the more common ballast materials.  Of these, broken stone 
should be used on all running lines including points & crossings. Other 
type of inferior ballast such as moorum, sand, shingle etc. may be used on 
sidings, yards, non-running lines and as sub ballast. The gauge of stone 
ballast shall be as follows: with all types of sleepers 50 mm gauge on 
square mesh sieve; under joints & crossings 40mm gauge on square 
mesh sieve. 
 
     Ballast under the sleepers is called cushion ballast. Ballast between 
the sleepers is crib ballast whereas ballast beyond the edges of the 
sleepers is called the ballast shoulder. Cushion ballast plays a very 
important role in the distribution of pressure on the formation, and in the 
modern track with long welded rails, greater depths of cushion ballast is 
being insisted upon.  Shoulder and crib ballast provide strength and 
stability to the track and again increased/humped shoulders are nowadays 
being specified for the modern track.  Recognition of the contribution of 
compacted crib and shoulder ballast towards greater track strength and 
stability has led to maintenance practices providing for the same. 
 



 
Minimum depths of ballast cushion: (a) The recommended minimum depth 
of ballast below the bottom of sleepers at the rail seat should be as under: 
 
          

 Groups           Recommended depth 
———            ———————— 

      BG Group A           300 mm 
      BG Groups B & C      250 mm 
      BG Group D            200 mm 
      BG Group E            150 mm 
     MG Q routes           250 mm  
     (300 mm when speed is 100 kmph) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CURVES 
 
     Curves are required (a) to avoid obstructions (b) to pass through 
obligatory points (c) to have crossings at desired angles with rivers etc. (d) 
to develop length required between two points without exceeding 
prescribed ruling grade. This is sometimes done in hilly terrain. 
 
Designation of curves: 
     1. Radius 
     2. Degree of curve - It is the angle subtended at centre of curvature by 
a 30.5m (100') chord in degrees. 10curve has a radius of 1750m and  n0  

curve has a radius of 1750/n metres. 



 
Relationship between radius & versine of a curve - 

V

C/2 C/2

2R
-V

 
 
     From geometry - 
     C/2  *   C/2    = v ( 2R-v ) 
 
or C2/4  = 2 R v- v2          Neglecting v2 being    negligible in comparison to 
Rv, 
 v = C2/8R     
 Field determination of radius of curves:  taking C is chord length in 
metres,     v is versine in mm. 
 
            125 C2  
     R = ———   metres 
                v 
     
 
Degree of curve: Versine in cm at mid chord on 11.8m chord is  equal to 
degree of curve. 
 

Maximum permissible degree 
of curve (BG): 10 degree 

Maximum permissible degree of curve (MG): 16 degree 
 
Gauge on curves:-  
 
The gauge on curve shall be to the following standards. 
 



(1) On new lines and on lines where complete renewal or through sleeper 
renewal is carried out the track should be laid to a uniform gauge to the 
following standards- 
 
(a) Broad Gauge (1676mm) -  

Radius in metres Gauge 
(i) Straight including curves of 400 m radius 

and more 
3mm. Tight i.e. 
1673mm 

(ii) Curves of less than 400m radius Upto 5mm slack i.e. 
upto 1681mm.  

 
Super Elevation (SE) or Cant: It is the difference in height between the 
inner and outer rail on curves. It is provided by gradually lifting outer rail 
above the level of inner rail. Inner rail is kept at its original level. 
 
 
The main functions of SE are - 

a)  better distribution of load on two rails 
b)  to reduce wear & tear of rails and rolling stock 
c)  to neutralize effect of lateral force 
d)  to provide comfort to passengers. 

 
Equilibrium speed: This is speed on which effect of centrifugal force is 
completely balanced by the cant provided and is given by the formula - 
 
 
           GV2                          127 RC 
   C =              or   V =           
           127R                   G 
 
     where C is cant in mm 
           R is radius in m 
           V is speed in kmph 
           G is gauge (dynamic gauge)  1750 mm for BG,  1058 mm for MG. 
 
Cant Deficiency Cd:  It occurs when a vehicle travels round a curve at a 
speed higher than equilibrium speed. It is the difference between 
theoretical cant required for higher speed and actual cant provided. 
Cant Excess Ce:  It occurs when a vehicle travels round a curve at a 
speed lower than equilibrium speed. It is the difference between actual 
cant and theoretical cant required for such a lower speed. 
Rate of change of Cant / Cant Deficiency:  It is the rate at which cant or 
cant deficiency is increased or reduced per second at maximum speed of 
a vehicle passing over transition curve. 35 mm per sec. means that a 
vehicle when travelling with a max. speed permitted will experience a 



change of cant or cant deficiency at a rate of  35 mm in each second of 
travel over the transition. 
 
Cant Gradient: It indicates the amount by which cant is increased or 
reduced in a given length of transition. 
 
Limiting value of cant: 
 BG: 165 mm for Group A,B,C routes; 140 mm for groups D & E  
        (185 mm for future works for Gr.A for locating fixed structures). 
 MG: 90 mm and 100 mm (with CE’s permission). 
Cd  (Cant deficiency): 75 mm for BG & 50 mm for MG(100 mm for speeds 
in excess of 100 kmph on Gr. A & B routes with CE’s permission) 
Ce  (Cant excess):     75 mm  for BG  & 65 mm  for MG 
 
Maximum permissible speed: It is the highest speed which may be 
permitted on a curve taking into consideration R, Ca, Cd, Ce and transition 
length. 
 
When maximum permissible speed of curve is less than max. sectional 
speed of section of a line, permanent speed restriction becomes 
necessary. 
 
Transition curve or Easement curve: Transition curve is an easement 
curve in which change of degree is uniform throughout its length and is 
provided at each end of a circular curve. It affects a gradual increase of 
curvature from zero at tangent point to specified radius at beginning of 
circular curve. 

 
Transition curve on IR is a cubic parabola 
 Cubic parabola  y = x3 /6 RL m; Shift  S = L2 /24 R  
when y = offset from the straight in m. & x is distance from 
commencement of curve in m. L is length of transition & R is radius of 
curve. 
Length: Maximum of the following: 

a. L = 0.008 Ca Vm  
b. L = 0.008 Cd Vm  

 c. L = 0.72  Ca  
Where  L    = Length of transition in m. 



        Vm   = Maximum permissible speed in Km/h 
        Cd   = Cant Deficiency in mm 
        Ca   = Actual super elevation on curve in mm. 
     The formula (a) & (b) are based on rate of change of cant and of cant 
deficiency of 35 mm per second. The formula (c) is based on the 
maximum gradient of 1 in 720 or 1.4 mm per m. 
 
Permissible speed on curves: 
     Martin’s formula (W&W Manual) 
               
         V = 4.4         (  R - 70)    kmph for transitioned curve; 
     For non-transitioned curve = 3/4 V. 
    New formula:         
 
     for BG:      V = 0.27     (Ca + Cd) R kmph 
 
     for MG:    V = 0.347    (Ca + Cd) R kmph. 
 
The equations are for transitioned curves. 
 
 
 

TRACK  MAINTENANCE  
 

System to be adopted:- 
 
The track should be maintained either by conventional system of track 
maintenance or by systematic directed track maintenance.  
 

Details of maintenance works:- 
 
In both the systems track requires to be overhauled periodically with the 
object of restoring it to best possible condition, consistent with its 
maintainability. Periodicity of overhauling depends on several factors, 
such as type of track structure, its age, volume of traffic, rate of track 
deterioration, maximum permissible speed, system of traction and 
condition of formation. Irrespective of the system of track maintenance 
adopted, it is obligatory to overhaul specified lengths of gang beat 
annually. The length of the section to be overhauled shall be such that 
complete overhauling of track will be accomplished within a specific period 
(normally 3 to 5 years).  
 
Immediately after cessation of monsoon, the rundown lengths should be 
quickly attended to, to restore the section to good shape. After this is done 
overhauling/through packing of track should be taken in hand. After this 



completion of one cycle of systematic through maintenance, track should 
be attended to wherever required. 
 
In any system of maintenance it is necessary to allot certain number of 
days in a week for picking up slacks to ensure whole gang length is in safe 
condition for passage of trains. 
 

ANNUAL PROGRAMME FOR REGULAR 

TRACK MAINTENANCE  

 
The annual program of regular track maintenance and works incidental 
thereto shall be based on the program given below, with such variations to 
suit local conditions, as may be specified by Chief Engineer. This applies 
to any system of maintenance. 
 

Period Work 
1.  Post monsoon 

(for about six 
months after end 
of monsoon) 

a)  Attention to rundown lengths in entire gang 
beat. 

b)  One cycle of conventional systematic 
through packing/systematic directed track 
maintenance from one end of the gang 
length to another. 

c)  4 to 5 days per week should be allotted for 
works under item b) and the remaining 
days for picking of slacks, attention to 
bridge approaches level crossing, points & 
crossings over the entire beat. 

2.  Pre-monsoon (for 
about 2 months 
prior to break of 
monsoon) 

Normally 2 to 4 days/week devoted for 
clearing of side and catch water drains, 
earthwork repair to cess, clearing water 
ways & picking up slacks. In the rest of the 
days normal systematic maintenance will 
be carried out.  

3.  Monsoon (for 
about 4 months) 

Attention to track as required. This will 
consist of primarily picking up slacks and 
attention to side & catch water drains & 
water ways. During abnormally heavy 
rains, patrolling of line by gangs should be 
carried out in addition to regular patrolling. 

 
 



Regular track maintenance:- 
 
THROUGH PACKING - CONVENTIONAL MAINTENANCE BY BEATER 
PACKING  
 
Through packing shall consist of the following operations in sequence. 
The length of track opened out on any day shall not be more than that can 
be efficiently tackled before the end of the day:   

a)  Opening of the road 
b)  Examination of rails, sleepers & fastenings 
c)  Squaring of sleepers 
d)  Slewing of track to  correct alignment 
e)  Gauging 
f)  Packing of sleepers 
g)  Repacking of joints, sleepers, and 
h)  Boxing of ballast section and tidying 

 
Through packing is best done continuously from one end of a gang length 
towards the other. Each of the above operations should be carried out as 
detailed below:- 
 
(a) Opening of Road: Ballast should be opened out on either side of the 
rail seats to the extent shown hereunder to a depth of 50mm below the 
packing surface without disturbing the cores under the sleepers:- 
Broad Gauge : End of sleepers to 450mm inside of the rail seat. 
Metre Gauge : End of sleepers to 350mm inside of the rail seat. 
Narrow Gauge (762m): End of sleepers to 250mm inside of the rail seat. 
 
In case of cast iron plate or pot sleepers, the opening out should be to the 
extent of the plates or pots to enable packing being done conveniently. 
 
The ballast should be drawn by powrahs/shovels outwards and inwards 
i.e. that portion of ballast on the outside of the rail should be drawn 
outwards, the portions between the rails being drawn towards the centre. 
 
(b) Examining of Rails, Sleepers and Fastenings:- Rails should be 
examined the underside for corrosion, the ends for cracks, the head for 
top and side wear, rail joints for wear on the fishing planes, fish bolts for 
tightness. Sleepers should be inspected for their condition and soundness 
particularly at the rail seats. Broken ones should be replaced immediately. 
 
(c) Squaring of sleepers: Gauge variations and kinks inevitably result 
from sleepers getting out of square. The spacing of sleepers on the 
sighting should first be checked and correctly calk marked. Corresponding 
marks should then be made on the other rail using the square at every 
point. Squaring should be done by planting the crow bars firmly against  



the sleeper and pushing it. Under no circumstances should sleepers be 
hammered. 
 
(d) Stewing of track to correct alignment:  Slewing of track shall be 
directed by the mate who on straights should sight the rail from a distance 
of 30 to 60 meters. When slewing the crowbars should be planted well into 
the ballast at an angle not more than 30 degrees from the vertical, 
otherwise lifting of the track may result. 
 
(e) Gauging:- For good riding, the basic requirement is uniform gauge 
over a continuous match of track and such gauge should be allowed to 
continue so long as it is within the permissible limits of tightness or 
slackness. Gauging should only be done after ensuring that sleepers are 
truly square. The track should be adjusted to correct gauge on the rail 
opposite to the base rail. 
 
Broad gauge 
Straights………………………………………6mm tight to 6mm slack 
On curves with radius more than 350 meters…6mm tight to 15mm slack 
On curves radius less less than 350 meters upto 20mm slack. 
 
Metre gauge   
Straights………………………………………3mm tight to 6mm slack 
On curves with radius more than 275 meters…3mm tight to 15mm slack 
On curves radius less less than 275 meters upto …20mm slack. 
 
Note:- These are in reference to nominal gauge of 1000mm. 
 
(f) Packing of sleepers:- The aim of packing is to have each sleeper 
firmly and uniformly packed to ensure that the rails are at their correct 
relative levels i.e. level on the straight track and to the required cant on 
curves. The base rail shall be sighted by the Mate with eye along the 
lower edge of the head of rail and any dip or low joint lifted correctly. The 
rail on the other side should be brought to the correct level by checking 
cross level with gauge-cum level. The packing on the inside and outside at 
every rail seat should before boxing the track, be checked by the Mate by 
tapping with a wooden mallet or a canne-a boule. A hollow sound would 
indicate defective packing which should be attended to again. 
 
(g) Repacking of joint sleepers:- The joint and ‘shoulder’ sleepers 
should be repacked, before boxing is done and the cross levels at joints 
checked. The rail joints being the weakest portion firmness of its support is 
essential. 
 
(h) Boxing to ballast section and tidying:- After completing the 
preceding operations in sequence, clean ballast should be worked in with 



ballast forks or rakes. The ballast section should be dressed to the 
specified dimensions. The cess should then be tidied up. Cess should be 
maintained to the correct depth below rail level according to the ballast-
section and formation profile. Too high a cess affects drainage, too low a 
cess results in ballast spread and wastage. 
 
MAINTENANCE BY MEASURED SHOVEL PACKING 
 
This is an improved form of manual packing and aims at a scientific 
method of maintenance without the use of sophisticated mechanical aids. 
The basic principles of the shovel packing method is to leave the sleeper 
bed of ballast, which has been well compacted by traffic, undisturbed as 
far as possible and eliminate the unevenness caused in course of time by 
filling stone chips of prescribed sizes under the sleepers. The technique 
can be used with advantage for packing of flat bottom sleepers. 
 
 
TRACK MAINTENANCE BY MACHINES 
 
Mechanical maintenance of track involves use of  “on track machines” 
should be planned on long continuous lengths. 
 
Pre requisite to introduction of mechanical maintenance – A minimum 
depth of 159mm of clean ballast is recommended for the proper 
functioning of the tie tampers. Adequate ballast should be available in the 
shoulders and cribs.  
 
These machines require line occupation and availability of blocks for their 
working. It is desirable for these machines to be given a single block of at 
least 4 hours per day or two separate blocks of 2 ½ hours each, for better 
working. It is necessary to have longer blocks, so that the net available 
time for working on the line is as high as possible. 
 
Pre-tampering attention:- To achieve good results the P.W.I. should 
carry out the following preparatory work before taking up the tamping: 
 
 Ballasting where there is shortage of ballast. 
 Heaping up of Ballast in the tamping zone, to ensure effective 
 packing 
 Making up of low cess 
 Tightening of all fittings and fastenings like fish bolts and keys 
 splitting of cotters, and replacement of worn out fittings. 
 Renewing broken and damaged sleepers 
 Squaring of sleepers and spacing adjustment re-gauging to be 
 done as necessary. 



 Clearing of ballast on sleepers to make them visible to the 
 operator. 
 All obstructions such as signal rods, cables, pipes, level 
 crossing rails, etc. are likely to be damaged by the tampers  should 
be clearly marked and made known to the tamping  operator before he 
starts work. Super elevation should be  marked on every second sleeper 
so that it can guide the  operator for leveling up correctly. 
 
Post tamping attention:- 
 
 As some of the rigid fastenings might get loose, tightening of fittings 

should be done immediately after tamping. Any broken fitting should 
be replaced. 

 Proper quality check of work done by tamping machine is important. 
Immediately after the tamping work, the track should be checked, in 
respect of cross levels and alignment and action taken as 
considered necessary. 

 The ballast should be dressed neatly and proper consolidation of 
ballast between the sleepers should be done. 

 

Systematic overhauling- 
 
Overhauling should consist of the following operations in sequence: 
 
 Shallow screening and making up of ballast. 
 All items attended to while doing through packing as detailed 

 above. 
 Making up the cess. 
 
Shallow screening and making up of ballast: 
 
For good drainage periodical screening of ballast is essential. In the case 
of manual maintenance the crib ballast between sleepers is opened out to 
a depth of 50 to 75mm below the bottom of sleepers, sloping from the 
centre toward sleeper end. The ballast is then screened and put back. 
After screening full ballast section should be provided extra ballast being 
run out previously for the purpose. Work should be commenced after 
making sure that the ballast will not be seriously deficient. 
 
Deep screening of ballast 
 
It is essential that track is well drained for which screening of ballast 
should be carried out periodically as described in Para 238(2). Due to 
presence of bad formation, attrition, excessive rainfall and dropping of 



ashes and ore, ballast gets choked up and track drainage is impaired.  In 
such situation, it becomes necessary to screen the entire ballast right up 
to the formation level/sub-ballast level. Further through screening restores 
the resiliency and elasticity of the ballast bed, resulting in improved 
running quality of track. Such screening is called “Deep screening” as 
distinguished from the shallow screening which is done during 
overhauling. 
 
 
 
TRACK GEOMETRY – Service tolerances for track parameters 
 
Service tolerances have been laid down in the Indian Railways for 
maintenance of track on Rajdhani route, and these tolerances are now 
taken as guidelines for other BG trunk routes and main lines. Tolerances 
for the following track parameters, measured in the manner described 
below, have been laid down. 
 
1. Gauge 
2. Alignment 
3. Uneveness 
4. Cross level/Twist 

 
 
Alignment: For alignment, limits have been laid down for versines 
measured on 7.5m base.  When taking ground measurements, a cord 
7.5m in length is stretched along the running face of rail and versine at the 
centre of the cord is measured. Separate tolerances have been laid down 
for straight and curved track.  These variances can be either on floating 
(unloaded) track or on loaded track. 
 
 
Cross-levels: The relative difference in level of the 2 rail tops at the same 
location across is measured with the help of a level board and a sensitive 
spirit level. Cross-levels are also measured with the gauge-cum-level 
instruments supplied to MSP gangs. To get realistic picture, cross-level is 
supposed to be measured under load, which is difficult for ordinary gangs. 
 
Twist: While rolling stock can absorb wide variations in cross-levels, they 
are sensitive to sudden changes in cross-levels.  This change of cross-
levels in a certain length of track is called ‘Twist’ of track.  Twist is 
indicated as millimetres of change in cross-levels on 1m length of track.  
Twist measurements are made on loaded track, by determining cross-
level variation over an interval of 3.5m.  If for example, difference in cross-
levels measured at 2 places on track, (3.5m apart) is 7mm, the track has a 
twist of 2mm per metre. 



 
Unevenness: Vertical depression of a rail at the centre of a given base is 
termed as unevenness. Unevenness is measured separately for each rail 
on loaded track on a base of 3.5m.  For measuring unevenness of rail 
joint, relative depression of joint with respect to the line joining 2 points at 
a distance of 1.75m on either side of joint, under loaded condition, is to be 
found out.  This is automatically done in track recording cars, and can also 
be determined with the help of fleximeters. 
 
Gauge: This is measured as the minimum distance between the running 
or the gauge faces of two rails. 

 
Service tolerances laid down on Indian Railways for 130 kmph on BG  

 ( Good Riding Tolerances) 
 

                                                            In isolated 
          Parameter                         Generally      locations 
          ————                         ————     ———  

1.  Alignment ( Versine measured on 7.5m chord ) 
 
   a. Straight track                         + 5 mm                 + 10 mm 
                                                  - 5 mm                  - 10 mm 
  
   b. Curved track                                  + 5 mm                        +  7 mm 
                                                   - 5 mm                  -  7 mm 
    

   (Total change of versine from chord to chord should not exceed 10 mm) 
 

2. Cross-levels: No special tolerances.  Track should be maintained to 
standards generally superior to that at present available on main line track 
on which unrestricted speeds are permitted. 
 

3.  Twist: Loaded track: (Measured on 3.5m base) 
 
   a. On straight & curved track            2 mm/m        3.5 mm/m 
   b. On transition curves                     1 mm/m        2 mm/m 
 
4. Unevenness                                       6 mm               10 mm 
Loaded track (Measured on 3.5m base) 
As an immediate beginning, for introduction of high speed, these limits 
may be relaxed upto 10mm in general and 15mm for isolated locations. 
For curves these relaxations should be availed of, for as short a period   
as possible. 
 

5.  Track gauge: Same as normal track limits, which are: 
 



   a. Straight track                                        + 6 mm 
                                                             - 6 mm 
 
   b. Curved track with more than 400m          + 15mm 
      radius                                                           -  6mm 
 
   c. Curved track with less than 400m 
      radius                                                            + 20 mm 
 

Metre Gauge 
 

     Service tolerances laid down for 100 kmph MG routes 
 
                                                                            In isolated 
          Parameter                         Generally                     locations 
          ————                            ————                     ———— 
 
1. Alignment (versine measured on 10m chord) 
   a. Straight track                         + 5 mm         + 8 mm 
                                                   - 5 mm         - 8 mm 
  
   b. Curved track                           + 5 mm         + 8 mm 
                                                    - 5 mm         - 8 mm 
  

 (Total change of versine from chord to chord at stations 5 m  apart   
should not exceed 10mm on a 10m chord). 

 
2. Twist  (loaded track, 2.74m base) 
   a. Straight and curved track           2 mm/m        3 mm/m 
   b. Transition curves                       1.5 mm/m            2 mm/m 
 
3. Unevenness  
(loaded track 2.74m base)           5 mm            8 mm 
 
4. Cross-levels                                No special tolerances 
 
5. Gauge same as normal track limits which are: 
   a. Straight track                           - 3 mm   + 6 mm 
 
   b. On curves with radius               - 3 mm 
      more than 275 m                       +15 mm 
 
   c. On curves with radius less than 275m   +20 mm. 
 
   (These limits are with reference to a nominal gauge of 1000 m) 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POINTS & CROSSINGS 
 

 
     These are adjuncts provided at intersection of two tracks to permit train 
to pass from one to other. 
 
Turnout: It is an arrangement of points & crossings with lead rails by 
means of which rolling stock diverted from one track to another.  
 
Direction of turnout: Standing at toe of switch and facing the crossing, a 
left hand turnout diverts a train to the left of straight main line or of the 
more important line in case of a turnout from a curve, a right hand turnout 
diverts a train to right of straight main line or of the more important line in 
case of a turnout from a curve. 
 
 

 
    LEFT HAND TURNOUT 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

RIGHT HAND TURNOUT 
“Components” of a turnout  
 

1.  Points : A pair of “Tongue rails” with their stock rails known as “Points”. 
 
     Tongue rail is a tapered movable rail, a pair of which with unnecessary 
connections & fittings form a “Switch”. The two “tongue rails” move in 
unison with the help of Stretcher bars & thus enable point to be set for 
main line or turnout. 
 
     Left hand switch & stock rails are on observer’s left standing at toe of 
switch and facing the crossing. Right hand switch & stock rails are on 
observer’s right standing at toe of switch and facing the crossing. 
 
Switches: Two types - 
1. Ordinary switches: Foot of stock rail planned to accommodate tongue 
rail. 
2. Overriding switches: Foot of tongue rail planed so that it overrides foot 
of stock rail which is maintained to full size. 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
Two designs of switches: 
* Loose heel: Tongue rails are joined to lead rails at heel with fish plates 
(weak joint). 
* Fixed heel: Tongue rails are held to stock rails at heel by distance blocks 
& bolts. 
 
Two shapes of switches: 
a. Straight switch: Tongue rail is straight from tip of the switch to the heel. 
b. Curved switch: Tongue rail is curved from tip to heel to same radius as 
of turnout. 
Advantage: Higher speeds permitted on turnouts with curved switches. 
 

2. Crossing: consists of two rails called point rail and splice rail machined to 
form a nose & two wing rails converging to form a throat and diverging 
again on either side of nose. (All these rails bent, shaped, planed and 
joined by distance blocks & bolts). 
In both RH & LH turnouts the built-up crossing used is left handed i.e. has 
the splice rail on left. Left hand wing rail is on the left of observer standing 
at toe of switch and facing the crossing & Right hand wing rail is on the 
right of observer. 
 
Types:  
(1) Acute crossing: crossing forms an acute angle <90 
(2) Obtuse crossing: crossing forms an obtuse angle of > 90  
 
In IRS design, angle of crossing denoted by the co-tangent of the angle 
and designated as 1 in N, e.g. 1 in 12 crossing will have an angle whose 
co-tangent is 12.  
 
On Indian Railways 4 sizes of crossings are used:1 in 8-1/2, 1 in 12. 1 in 
16 and 1 in 20 (flatter angle will give larger value). 
 
Classification of crossings according to manufacturing   



 
(1)  Built-up crossings: 4 pieces of rails bent and joined by bolts & blocks. 

Disadvantage: not very rigid; Advantage: cheap. 
(2)  Cast manganese steel crossings: One piece cast without bolts. 

 
 
Advantages:   
1. Better wear resistant properties 
2. Reduction in maintenance cost & renewal. 
    Disadvantage: More costly but lasts longer. 

 
3.  Check rails: A pair of rails positioned opposite to crossing to guide and 

provide a path for wheel flanges thereby preventing sideways movement 
which otherwise may result in hitting nose of crossing during movement in 
facing direction. 
 
 
                                    BG           MG 
     Check rail clearances: Min.  44 mm      41 mm  
                                     Max.  48 mm      44 mm. 
 
 

4.  Lead Rails: A pair of rails connecting crossing and switches (one rail 
curved, other straight).  
 
Note: All the rails are vertical to sleeper and there is no S.E. (cant) 
provided on turnout curves.    
 
 

Turnout from curved tracks 
 

Similar flexure: Turnout takes off towards the same direction in which main 
line curve turns. 

 
 

 
Contrary flexure: Turnout takes off towards the direction opposite to that in 
which main line turns. 



 
 

 
      
Speed restrictions have to be imposed on main line due to limitation of 
cant on main line. 
 
 
Symmetrical Split Turnout-Straight track is diverted into 2 opposite 
directions using same radius for both tracks of the turnouts. Since 
direction is divided equally on both sides, centre line of crossing coincides 
with centre line of straight track.  
This arrangement is used for taking off 1 in 8-1/2 turnout in contrary 
flexure from a curve joining loop line to sand hump. 
 
Scissors Cross-Over: 
Scissors cross-over provided for transferring vehicles from one track to 
another track & vice versa. It is provided where space does not permit 
provision of two separate crossovers. It consists of 4 pairs of switches, 6 
acute crossings & 2 obtuse crossings & check rails etc. 
 
Gathering Line: 
A Gathering line (also called ladder track) is the track into which a number 
of parallel tracks gather or merge. 
 
Diamonds  
 
     When one track crosses another at an angle, a diamond is formed 
comprising of two acute and two obtuse crossings. On I.R. diamonds are 
normally not flatter & less acute than 1 in 8-1/2. 
 
     If tracks are to be so arranged that a train on one track may normally 
cross another track but when required, may also be diverted to that track, 
an arrangement known as diamond crossing with slips is installed. This is 
made possible by inclusion of 2 or 4 pairs of switches with the connecting 
lead rails. When such diversion is permitted in one way, arrangement is 



known as “single slips” & if permitted in both ways, known as “Double 
slips”. 
 
 
 

  
 

When a vehicle passes over a diamond crossing, there is inherent 
risk of derailment owing to a large unguided gap at the elbow of obtuse 
crossing & due to possibility of wheel, particularly of a small diameter, 
being deflected to wrong side of nose. A method of eliminating this risk is 
to make the point rails of obtuse crossing move in same way as tongue 
rails of switches, these point rails being suitably joined together by 
stretcher bars. Such an arrangement is known as “Movable Switch 
Diamond”. Gaps in obtuse crossing are avoided & a continuous surface is 
provided for movement of wheel along switch & elbow rails. Thus it is 
possible to use diamonds flatter than 1 in 8-1/2.  
 
Factors limiting speeds over turnouts: 
 
Main factors responsible for limiting speeds over turnouts on I.R. are as 
follows: 

i. Sudden change in direction of running edge at entry to switch from  a 
straight track 

ii. Absence of a transition between curved lead and straight switch 
iii. Non-transitioned entry from curved lead to straight crossing 
iv. Absence of super-elevation over turnout curve 
v. Gaps in gauge face and running table at crossing 
vi. Variation in cross level caused by raising of switch rails. 

          
Standard turnouts and permissible speed ( kmph) 

          ———————————————————————————                             
     Detail of turnouts         Straight switch         Curved switch       
     ——————————————————————————— 
 
     1 in 8-1/2 turnout      BG  10*             25 
             “                  MG   10               15 
      symmetrical split        15               40 



 
     1 in 12 turnout         BG  15**           40# 
                               MG    15               25 
 
     1 in 16 turnout          BG       50+  
           “                   MG          30 
     symmetrical split                75 
 
     1 in 20 turnout                                    50 
 
     1 in 24 turnout      100 
 
 

DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF ENGINEERING WORKS 
(Para 805 of IRPWM) 

 
 

Category Types of Works Examples Protection 
Required 

Category 1 Works of routine 
maintenance 

 Through 
packing 

 Overhauling 
 Picking up   

slacks 

 No speed 
restriction 

 No hand 
signals 
required 

Category 2 Works of short 
duration 
(completed by 
sunset of the day 
of 
commencement) 

 Casual 
renewal of 
rail/sleeper 

 Creep 
adjustment 

 Lubrication of 
rail joints 

 No speed 
restriction 

 Hand signal, 
banner flag & 
fog signal 
required 

Category 3 Works of long 
duration (for a 
few days) 

 Relaying 
 Deep 

screening 
 Bridge 

rebuilding 

 Speed 
restriction 
required 

 Temporary 
engineering 
fixed signal 
displayed 

 



PROTECTION OF WORKS OF SHORT DURATION 
 
 
(A) TRAINS TO PASS AT RESTRICTED SPEED 
 
 
 

 
 

DOUBLE LINE 
 

The intermediate flagman will keep banner flag until the train has 
reduced speed after which B.F. removed & train hand signalled 
forward. 
 
(B) TRAINS TO STOP DEAD 
 

 



DOUBLE LINE 
Note: In case of MG where trains run > 75 KMPH, distances shall be 
suitably increased as per approved instruction. 
 
WORKS OF LONG DURATION 
 
Preliminary Arrangements 
1.  Green notice to be issued by operating department in consultation       

with engineering department. 
2.  Sanction of Commissioner of Railway Safety, wherever required 
3.  Line blocked by PWI in consultation with Section Controller 
4.  Caution order issued by Station Master 
5.  Temporary engineering fixed signals provided at site of works by PWI 
6.  In an emergency, PWI may commence work before issuing the notice 

under protection of hand signals and banner flags. Then replace by 
temporary engineering fixed signals as soon as possible. 

 
ENGINEERING INDICATORS FOR TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS 

 



CAUTION INDICATOR : Line under repairs ahead, reduce speed & be 
prepared for either a speed restriction or a stop board ahead. 
 

 
 
SPEED INDICATOR : Speed to be reduced at once to 10 Km per hour ( or 
to such other speed as may be indicated) 
 
 



 
STOP INDICATOR: Stop at once and do not proceed until authorized by 
engineering signalman. Not less than 30m. from the point where the 
speed is to be restricted 
 
 

 



 
TERMINATION BOARD: Resume normal speed 
 
PROTECTION OF WORKS OF LONG DURATION 
 
( A) TRAINS TO STOP DEAD 
 
 

 
 
(B) TRAINS TO PASS AT RESTRICTED SPEED 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PATROLLING OF THE RAILWAY LINE 

 
Types of patrolling:  
 
Following are the types of patrolling in vogue: 

1) Keyman’s daily patrol 
2) Gang patrol during abnormal rainfall or storm 
3) Night patrolling during monsoon 
4) Security patrolling during civil disturbances and for 

movement of VIP specials. 
5) Hot weather patrolling for long welded rails/continuous 

welded rails 
6) Watchmen at vulnerable locations. 

             
Keyman’s daily patrol: Every portion of Permanent Way shall be inspected 
daily on foot by the keyman of the beat in which the portion of track falls. 
Provided that the interval between such inspections may, under special 
instructions issued by Chief Engineer be increased to once in 2 days in 
the case of specified section of lines with light and infrequent traffic.   
 
Gang patrol during abnormal rainfall or storm: In the event of abnormal 
rainfall or storm during day or night, the Mate should, on his own initiative, 
organize patrolling over the length affected, independently of other 
patrolling, if any being done. This patrol should in case of heavy rainfall 
confine its inspection to known points of danger such as cuttings or 
culverts likely to scour, banks affected by tanks likely to breach and bridge 
approaches. In case of high winds the patrolman should inspect the length 
of track likely to be fouled by falling of trees etc.   
 
     Arrangements exist with the Meteorological dept. of the Govt. of India 
for issuing telegrams of warning wherever storms, gales or heavy rainfall 
are expected.  On receipt of such information from the control the PWI will 
arrange to advise monsoon patrolmen, watchmen and gangmates to be 
extra vigilant and be prepared to introduce patrolling as necessary (for 
detailed instructions Para 728 of IRPWM may be referred to). 
 
Night patrolling during monsoon:  During the monsoon certain sections of 
the railway line as may be specified, shall be patrolled to detect damage 
by flood, such as breaches, settlements, slips and scours, and immediate 
action taken to protect trains when so warranted.   
 
Security patrolling during civil disturbance and on special occasions:   
     
     (a) On apprehension of a civil disturbance the Divisional authorities 
should contact the local civil authority and arrange, as circumstances may 



warrant, for security patrolling of the railway line.  This may be arranged 
on the pattern of monsoon patrolling with modifications as deemed 
necessary in consultation with civil authorities. 
     (b) Security patrolling on special occasions should be carried out 
according to special instructions issued by the administration. 
 
     (c) The primary duty of patrolman employed on security patrolling shall 
be to protect trains against any conditions of danger such as tampering 
with track or obstruction placed on line.  
 
Hot weather patrolling for LWR/CWR: Hot weather patrol is carried out 
when the rail temperature reaches td + 20 or above. Patrolling should be 
done in accordance with provisions of Manual of Long Welded Rails. 
 
Watchmen at vulnerable locations: In addition to patrolmen, stationary 
watchmen are posted at known or likely locations of danger or trouble.   
 
Protection of line in case of emergency: Should any 
patrolman/stationary watchman/gangman/keyman deputed for the 
purpose of patrolling notices any condition likely to affect safety of trains, 
he shall at once protect the line and report damage to the nearest SM as 
laid down in para 1011. 
 

MONSOON PATROLLING 
 
Commencement & termination: Sections which are normally to be 
patrolled during monsoon will be identified and notified by DEN. For every 
such section DEN shall prescribe period of year, when normal monsoon 
patrolling is to be done; patrolling should be started on these notified 
sections on dates specified. If local conditions warrant, PWI of section 
concerned may introduce or continue night patrolling outside the stipulated 
dates, duly advising all concerned. 
Preparation of Patrol Charts: (1) DEN will prepare patrol charts for each 
of the sections where monsoon patrolling is required to be done, taking 
into consideration train timings of time table in force during this period. 
Principles governing preparation of patrol charts shall be - 
 

i. Ordinarily patrolling will be carried out by a single patrolman, but in 
regions where danger from wild animals, dacoits and other risks in 
ghat sections exist, patrolling in pairs may be introduced with CE’s 
approval. 

ii. All trains carrying passengers between sunset and sunrise get 
maximum protection possible. 

iii. As far as possible each block section will be treated as ìa unit and 
the length will be divided into equal beats. Length of each patrol beat 
should not normally exceed 5 km. Where block section is more than 



10 km an intermediate flag station, if any, or any other suitable point 
may be fixed as intermediate station,to keep the length of beat at 
about 5 km. 

iv. Walking speed of a patrolman may be taken as 3 km per hour. 
v. Maximum distance covered by a patrolman should not normally 

exceed 20 km in a day. 
vi. A period of at least 1/2 hour rest is desirable between consecutive 

beats. 
vii. If frequency of train services is high, and one set of patrolmen is not 

able to cover all trains in the section, a 2nd set of patrolmen may be 
introduced to reduce interval. 

viii. For giving better protection to all passenger trains, between sunset 
and sunrise it would be advantageous to plot the scheduled paths of 
all passenger trains and then plot patrol movement in such a way, so 
as to minimize time interval between patrolling of beat and passage 
of train. 

ix. Patrol charts should show all vulnerable locations where stationary 
watchmen are posted. 

      
Distribution of Patrol Charts: Before commencement of monsoon 
requisite no. of copies of patrol charts should be supplied by DEN to 
AENs, PWIs, DOM (for distribution to control staff), SMs and Foremen of 
running sheds. Foremen will acquaint drivers of passenger trains, when 
they may expect to pass patrolmen, if running to time. By inviting drivers to 
look out for patrolling, an immediate and practical means of supervising 
the patrolmen is introduced. Task of dispatching patrolmen at right time 
and signing their patrol book when they arrive at or depart from a station 
devolves upon SM/Block Hut-in-charge. 
 
Patrol books and Systematic Patrolling: A patrol book containing 
sufficient no. of pages should be supplied to each patrol with a tine case. 
 
     Books shall be serially numbered to correspond with the number of 
patrol on each section. First page of the book shall contain name of 
patrolman, kilometrage of patrol section and its number. Remaining pages 
will contain columns for date, station, time of arrival and departure and 
signature of SM. 
 
    Patrolmen shall be on duty at the time specified for each in the patrol 
chart. 
 
     Patrolman whose beat commences/terminates at a station shall 
present patrol book in his possession to SM/Block Hut-in-charge who will 
enter therein the time of arrival & departure and sign the book.  SM/Block 
Hut-in-charge will also record time of arrival & departure in his Diary/Train 
Register Book. Patrolman shall then patrol his length at the end of which, 



he will exchange his patrol book with that of next patrolman and retrace 
his beat. Intermediate patrols do likewise. In this way each patrol book will 
be conveyed from one station to the other and back again. Owing to close 
proximity of stations, patrol books may be passed through one or more 
intermediate stations, before it is returned to the original station. 
 
     If a patrolman on arrival at the end of his beat does not find next 
patrolman to take over the book, he must proceed ahead, until he meets 
him. Patrolman should report absence of any man from his beat to the 
Mate next day. 
 
SMs will see that the men come on duty sober and fully equipped, that 
their lamps are trimmed and filled with oil and that they leave for their 
patrol duty in time. 
 
     If a patrolman who is due to arrive at a station does not turn up in time 
or does not turn up at all, SM/Block Hut-in-charge will advise SM/Block 
Hut-in-charge at the other end of block section of absence of patrolman 
and both SMs/Blocks-in-charge will issue caution orders to all trains 
entering the section until patrolman from other end of ”patrol-section” 
arrives at the station and reports that all is well. 
 
Equipment of Patrolman: (1) Each patrolman shall be provided with 
following equipment and such others as may be prescribed by special 
instructions - 
 
     (a) One staff (b) Number plate 15 cm square (to be numbered 
consecutively from beginning of each PWI’s length in white letters on 
black background) (c) 12 fog signals in a tin case (d) 2 tricolour hand 
signal lamps (e) Protective clothing according to local dress regulations (f) 
1 match box (g) 2 red flags and 1 green flag (day patrol only) (h) Patrol 
book in a tin case (i) One 3-cell electric torch (j) Whistle thunderer (k) 1 
haversack. 
 

1. 3 flare signal fuses in ghat, suburban, automatic and absolute 
permissive block territories, double and multiple line sections in 
other than suburban sections. 

 
2. When patrolling is undertaken in pairs or stationary patrol 

consists of 2 men, equipment need not be duplicated but the 
additional patrolman will be provided with an extra hand signal 
lamp, whistle thunderer and protective clothing. 

 
Selection of Patrolman: Intelligent, experienced and trustworthy men 
should be selected from permanent gangs by PWIs to work as patrolmen 
and watchmen, preferably those who can read bridge and telegraph post 



numbers. Temporary substitutes should be appointed in their places to 
work for the gangs. Twice the number required should be selected to 
serve as relief, in case of illness, to provide for rest giver patrolmen etc. 
Men selected from each gang should be sent to DMO for vision test and 
shall not be employed as patrolmen unless they have passed requisite 
medical test. 
 
 
Certificate to be submitted by PWI: PWI shall submit a certificate to 
DEN through AEN a month in advance before commencement of 
monsoon that he has made all arrangements for monsoon patrolling and 
for watching vulnerable locations/bridges and that patrolmen and 
watchmen have been made conversant with their duties, rules for 
protection of line and vulnerable locations in their beats. He will also 
submit to AEN a list of names of patrolmen and watchmen with their 
duties/locations assigned during patrolling season. 
 
Duties of Patrolmen: (1) Duties of a patrolman shall be as follows: 
     (a) Walk to and fro over the beat in accordance with chart pertaining to 
his “patrol section” looking out for subsidence, slips, signs of erosion, trees 
blown across track during storms or any other causes likely to endanger 
safety of line. Bridges and their approaches should be specially watched. 
 
     (b) Apprehend damage to line when— 

I. Flood exceeds danger level at any of the bridges 
II. When there is damage to protection work or on approaches 

even before danger level is reached 
III. Water on one side of embankment is at a much higher level 

than on other side 
IV. When any obstruction such as a fallen tree is blocking 

waterway of a bridge 
V. Track shows signs of settlement. 

 
     (c) Take immediate steps in accordance with para 1011 to stop trains 
when any portion of line is likely to be rendered unsafe due to abnormal 
rain or flood or any other cause. 
 
     (d) When no danger is apprehended, stand on cess on left hand side 
facing train and exhibit his number plate, turning the light of his lamp on to 
it, so that the number can be seen from passing train. He should also blow 
whistle when engine and brake van of train pass him. 
 
     (e) Obtain signature of SM/Block Hut-in-charge on duty at station/Block 
Hut concerned for his arrival and departure and exchange patrol books 
with adjacent patrolmen. 
 



     (f) Exchange reports as to the conditions on their beats with adjacent 
patrolmen and stationary watchmen on the way. 
 
     (g) Heed instructions from drivers who may report a condition of danger 
at a kilometrage and proceed to the place indicated and take necessary 
measures. 
 
     (2) It is of supreme importance that patrolmen and watchmen 
thoroughly understand what they have to do in the event of an emergency. 
Every effort should be made to instruct and drill the men in their duties. In 
the event of an emergency, patrolmen should devote their whole time and 
energy to the protection of line and summoning of assistance. Having 
protected line and summoned assistance, they should resume their 
patrolling. 
 
Action when damage is observed: In the event of any portion of line being 
breached or otherwise rendered unsafe for traffic following procedure shall 
be observed:- 
 
     A. In the case where 2 patrolmen are employed— 
     (1) Protecting the line: (a) The 2nd lamp should be lit and danger 
signals shown at once in both directions. 
 
     (b) The 2 patrolmen shall then proceed in opposite directions showing 
danger signals (red flag by day and red light by night) and when at 600m 
on BG and 400m on MG and NG from the point of danger, each should 
place one detonator on to the rail; they shall then proceed to a distance of 
1200m on BG and 800m on MG/NG from point of danger where they 
should place 3 detonators on the rail about 10m apart. 
 
     On double line detonators must be placed on line in the direction on 
which trains will approach. On MG sections where trains run at a max. 
permissible speed of more than 75 kmph the distances at which 
detonators are to be placed shall be specified by the administration. 
 
     (c) Should nature of obstruction be such as to render it impossible for 
either of the patrolmen to get across the gap, as for instance a wash away 
with a strong flood, one of the men should show danger signal and 
endeavour to stop trains approaching the gap from the other side while the 
other man should proceed towards station on his side of the gap, fix 
detonators and act as in (b). 
 
     (2) Reporting damage to SM and Gangmate: (a) After protecting track 
one of the 2 patrolmen who is nearest to station and in case mentioned in 
(c) the patrolman who has protected the track will proceed in all haste, 
showing danger signal, to the station and inform SM of danger. On his 



way back, if he meets with any gang quarters, he should inform the Mate 
of occurrence and the gang must immediately proceed to affected 
kilometrage and take necessary action to attend to repairs. 
 
     (b) After protecting track the other patrolman will return to the site of 
obstruction and remain there showing danger signal until the first 
patrolman joins him. In case the other patrolmen has not been able to 
locate the gang hut on his way back from station, one of them should 
proceed to gang hut and inform the gangmate. 
 

B.  In case where one patrolman is employed 
 

(1)  Protection of line: 
(a)  When damage is detected on single line 

 
(i) Place a red flag during day and red lamp during night in a prominent 
position to warn a train which may approach from one direction. Then run 
in opposite direction from which direction train is likely to come, with a 
danger signal (red flag by day and red light by night) and place one 
detonator at 600m on BG and 400m on MG/NG and 3 detonators at 10m 
apart at 1200m on BG and 800m on MG/NG from site of 
obstruction/damage. Provided that on those MG sections where trains run 
at a max. speed of more than 75 kmph, distances at which detonators are 
to be placed shall be specified by the administration. 
 
(ii) Return to site of obstruction and protect the other side with detonators 
similarly. 
 
(iii) In the event of it being impossible to get to other side of 
obstruction/damage (as in a wash away) place the red lamp so that it can 
be seen from as great a distance as possible by a train approaching from 
that direction and protect the other side with detonators etc. as detailed in 
sub-para (a)(i). 
 
 (b) When damage is detected on double line 
 
(i) Place red flag/lamp in prominent position so as to warn an approaching 
train on one track. Then run along other track on which a train is expected 
first and place detonators as in sub-para (a)(i). 
(ii) Run back and protect with detonators line on which lamp/flag was 
placed prominently earlier. 
 
     (2) Reporting damage to SM: Patrolman will return to site of obstruction 
after protecting line in both directions and shall remain at the place of 
obstruction and send word about danger through the first Rly. Employee 
or other persons he is able to contact at the spot itself. 



 
Responsibility of Engg. officials in the matter of patrolling:  

 
(1) Inspection of patrol books: PWI must examine patrol books, initial the 
entries each time he trollies and take up irregularities. AEN should 
examine patrol books during his inspection. 
 
(2) Supply of equipment to patrolman and watchman: PWIs will be 
responsible for seeing that each patrolman is provided with equipment 
specified and for periodical distribution of consumable stores like 
kerosene, match box etc. Mate will be responsible for seeing that 
patrolman and stationary watchman possess the correct equipment 
specified. 
 
(3) PWI will be responsible for instructing patrolmen in their duties, in rules 
for protection of lines and in acquainting them with all vulnerable points in 
their beats. In addition to oral instructions PWI shall, by practical 
demonstrations, drill the patrolmen in their detailed duties and 
responsibilities. 
 
(4) Inspection of equipment: PWI should check equipment of all patrolmen 
and watchmen once a month, record the results in patrol book and take 
steps to recoup deficiencies. 
 
(5) Check over patrolling at nights:  

(a) By PWIs - Following are the schedule of inspection of night 
patrolling for PWI grade III/II and PWIs-in-charge; by train/ trolly:- 

 
     Official             By train                              By trolly 
     ————             ————                             ———— 
     PWI Gr.III/II     Once a fortnight Frequency to be pres                           
                               cribed by CE depending 
     PWI in charge     Once a month              on local condition. 
    
   (b) AEN shall cover his entire sub-division once in a month by 
train/push trolly/motor trolly in the night and check the patrolmen. 
 
Action by AEN and PWIs on receipt of information regarding damage to 
line: On receipt of information of any damage to line, AEN and PWI-in-
charge and PWI Gr.III/II concerned should proceed to site by quickest 
possible means and take necessary action for restoration. 
 
Vulnerable locations (points): (1) Definition - Vulnerable locations 
(points) are those, where conditions unsafe for passage of trains are 
apprehended and there is need for stopping of trains in time in case such 
conditions develop e.g.- 



 
(a) Bridges having inadequate waterway, liable to scour in foundations, 
oblique/parallel flow of water to approaches, rise ìof flood above danger 
level frequently 
 
 (b) Bad banks liable to slips and subsidence 
 
 (c) Bridges located across river courses fed by railway affecting tanks 
 
 (d) Cuttings and hill slopes frequently affected by landslides and boulder 
falls 
 
 (e) Water overflowing on track 
 
 (f) And any other condition likely to affect safety of track. 
 
     (2) List of vulnerable locations: A list of vulnerable locations should be 
maintained by each AEN/DEN in a register form and should be reviewed 
and brought up-to-date. 
 
 
     (3) Guarding of vulnerable locations: (a) Stationary watchman should 
be posted round the clock at every nominated location during monsoon 
period. 
   
   (b) He should keep a watch on vulnerable location and in case he 
apprehends danger he should take action to protect line in accordance 
with para 1011. 
  
    (c) Equipment for watchman should be on the same scale as patrolman 
except that a watchman will not be provided with - 
 

i. Number plate 
ii. Haversack 
iii. Patrol Book in tin case. 

 
     A note book should however be provided to the watchman. 
 
 
 
 



 



 



 



 
GRADIENTS 

 
Surface of earth is not even. There are hills and valleys and if one has to 
travel from one point on earth to another, one has to negotiate these hills 
and valleys. Thus one has to travel up and down. In order to minimize 
these and to make journey smoother, before a rly. line is constructed, it is 
usual to do some earthwork so as to alter ground surface conditions.  This 
is because it would be practically impossible to lay a railway line on the 
actual ground surface. High spots are excavated and low spots are filled 
to produce an even ground surface before a rly. track is laid. 
 
Contours: Before a railway line could be planned, earth shape along the 
route has to be measured and this is done using a technique in surveying 
known as leveling. In leveling elevation above a reference plane is 
measured and height above mean sea level is computed. This computed 
height is also known as reduced level. On a map if points with same 
elevation are joined together we get a contour line. Topographical maps 
produced by Survey of India show contour lines on map at 50' intervals. 
This is known as contour interval. In planning a new rly. line topographic 
maps produced by Survey of India are invaluable. 
 
Longitudinal section: A line connecting points along earth surface along 
the route is known as longitudinal section. Once a route joining two points 
A and B have been selected on the rly. line, the route would cut many 
contour lines. Using distances at which contour lines are cut, it would be 
possible to draw a longitudinal section. This longitudinal section will 
represent ground surface conditions as existing along the route. 
 
Ruling gradient:    If we consider two points, distance between which is x 
and the difference between reduced level of which is h, then h/x is known 
as the gradient between 2 points. In constructing a rly. line, it is usual to 
limit this gradient to a certain value known as the ruling gradient. Thus 
ruling gradient is the steepest gradient which exists in a particular section. 
It is necessary to limit the gradient in any section because steeper the 
grade larger is the tractive force that is required to pull a train keeping all 
other conditions such as speed, curvature, wind resistance, load of trains 
etc. the same. 
 
Importance of ruling gradient:     The gradient chosen for a section 
influences the cost of construction considerably. This is because in rolling 
country that is with many hills and valleys normal gradients that would be 
obtained if no excavation is done would be much steeper than any ruling 
gradient that may be proposed. We would therefore have to resort to large 
amounts of excavation and fill in order to obtain an even surface for a rly. 
line. It may also be necessary to resort to tunneling to bore through hills in 



order to achieve this. Tall bridges may be required. This is why in hilly 
territory, gradients are normally steeper than in flat country. 
 
Influence of gradient on operation cost:     On the other hand, if a steep 
gradient is adopted, recurring cost of operation of a rly. line goes up 
sharply. This is because train load i.e. maximum weight of train, would 
have to be limited to keep it within hauling capacity of a loco. This means 
that the no. of km engines have to travel in order to move the same 
amount of traffic would increase, increasing expenditure on crews and 
fuel. Speeds would also have to be limited and this in turn will limit line 
capacity of no. of trains that could be run in a section in a day further 
increasing cost of operation. Therefore, a fine balance has to be struck 
between cost of construction and cost of operation in order to optimize the 
total cost of construction and operation. 
 
Gradient terms defined: There are a few other terms to be understood in 
connection with gradients; these are: 
 
Momentum grade:     It is a gradient that is steeper than the ruling 
gradient but which can be overcome by a train due to its own momentum 
gathered on its run. Train gathers momentum while moving on the down 
grade and this momentum is used to haul the train along the up gradient 
that follows: 
 
Pusher grade:  When a gradient is so steep as to necessitate the help of 
an extra engine, also known as banking engine for pushing train, it is 
called a pusher grade. Example of section where a banker is used is the 
Karjat-Lonavla section on Central Rly. where gradients as steep as 1 in 37 
exist. 
 
Ghat section:  These are those where there are considerable length of 
grades which are steep. 
 
Gradients in station yards:   Certain grades have been prescribed in 
station yards. Existence of a steep gradient in a station yard where 
wagons may be stabled without an attached engine could lead to 
accidents if wagons roll out of station section. In view of this limiting values 
of gradients have been prescribed. The maximum gradient that is 
permitted for all gauges in station yards is 1 in 400 while a gradient of 1 in 
1200 is recommended. A gradient steeper than 1 in 400 but upto 1 in 260 
may be permitted in station yards with approval of Commissioner for Rly. 
Safety. 
 
Combination of gradient with curvature: There are many locations 
along rly. line where gradients & curvature could occur together. Curvature 
causes extra resistance to motion of rly. vehicles and when combined with 



gradient, requirements of tractive force goes up still further. Therefore 
wherever there are curves gradients are required to be reduced. This is 
known as curve compensation. Ruling gradient is required to be reduced 
ordinarily by 0.04% per degree of curvature on BG, 0.03% per degree on 
MG, 0.02% on 762mm gauge and 0.015% on 610 mm gauge (para E 
437). 
 
Change of gradient: Wherever there is a change of gradient, a gradient 
post showing gradient should be provided on one side of rly. line. Sharp 
changes of gradients should be avoided if possible on curves and should 
be eased out by providing vertical curves (para E 436). This is because a 
rly. train experiences radial acceleration whenever there is a change in 
gradient. A smooth vertical curve will limit the amount of this acceleration. 
From considerations of comfort, the value of acceleration is required to be 
limited to 0.3 to 0.45 m2/s. The minimum radius of a vertical curve on 
group A routes is 4000 metres, on group B routes is 3000 metres, and on 
group C, D & E routes 2500 metres; on MG it is 2500 metres (ref. para 
419 of IRPWM). Vertical curves are not required to be provided where 
algebraic difference of grades is less than 0.4%. 
 
Setting out a vertical curve: A vertical curve may be set out starting from 
point of intersection of gradients and computing tangent length on either 
side. Curve may be set out starting from either tangent point by using 
offsets. The offset at a point is given by the formula, x2/2R, where x is the 
distance of the point from tangent point and R is the radius of curve. This 
applies to all circular curves. 
 
Computation of tractive effort and effect of gradient: Tractive effort 
should be adequate to overcome train resistance. Train resistance may be 
computed by considering following factors: 
 
(a)  Rolling resistance:  This is on account of frictional forces between in 
bearings and wave action of track. This is taken usually as 6 kg per ton for 
locos and 5 kg per ton for wagons at starting. As the speed increases 
frictional resistance drops. 
 
(b)  Flange friction:    Contact between flange and rails causes additional 
friction. This is particularly so on curves where flange tends to hug the rail. 
This resistance is taken as equal to:  0.0004 per degree per ton on BG 
     0.0003           -do-          MG 
     0.0002         -do-          NG 
 
(c)  Air resistance:     This is proportional to square of speed. It may be 
given by Davey’s Formula as under: 
 



R = a + bV + cV2 where R is wind resistance in kgf/t, V is the speed of 
train, a = 0, b = 0 and c = 0.00156. 
 
(d)Grade resistance: Resistance due to gradient is directly proportional to 
gradient. 
 
Hauling capacity of loco: Max. weight of a train that can be hauled given 
the max. tractive force of a loco can be worked out by equating tractive 
force to total resistance of a train. 
 
Example:  Hauling capacity of WDM2 with 6 axles of 18.8 t and coef. of 
adhesion 0.3 = 6 * 18800 * 0.3 = 33800 kgf. 
 
With rolling resistance of 2.5 kgf/t and at 100 kmph, 
max. train load = 33800/(2.5+15.6) = 1870 t. 
 
With additional resistance due to gradient of 1 in 100 and 2o curve, max. 
train load = 33800/(2.5+15.6+0.01*1000+0.0004*1000*2)=1170t. 
If instead ,the gradient is in 1 in 200, max. train load = 1416t. 

 
 

Maintenance practices with regard to vertical curves 
 
(i) Vertical curves must not be provided in transition portion of horizontal 
curves; in other words, a change of grade must not be proposed in the 
transition of curve. Reason for this is that resultant track geometry would 
then become very difficult to maintain. 
 
(ii) Turnouts must not take off at locations where vertical curves exist. 
Reason for this too is similar; maintenance of turnout, especially tongue 
rails, becomes a problem. Schedule of Dimensions, both for BG and MG 
therefore prescribe that gradient in a station yard must extend for at least 
45 m beyond stock joint of the extreme turnout on either side. 
 
(iii) It is also a good practice to avoid a vertical curve of summit type in the 
circular portion of a curve when track is with CWR or LWR. Under 
compression, welded rails would then have a tendency to lift off. Welded 
rails have proneness to laterally move out on a curve and on a summit 
type curve the instantaneous wheel loads would tend to decrease due to 
outward radial acceleration. All these adverse factors can lead to 
decreased stability of track against buckling.  
 
(iv) A vertical curve of the Sag type should not be located in a cutting or a 
tunnel as drainage is then affected. 
 



 (v)  Vertical curves must not be provided over unballasted deck bridges. 
In other words, change of grade over an unballasted deck bridge must be 
avoided. 
 
 (vi) A vertical curve of the sag type must be maintained well as it is a 
location which has the potential for causing accidents. At such locations, 
front portion of a train (working against gravity) has relatively less speed 
than the rear portion (moving with gravity assisting). Wagons at the lowest 
point of the sag have therefore a tendency to bunch together and get lifted 
off the track. 
 
(vii) Vertical curves of summit type must be avoided at centre of long 
tunnels. Exhaust from locos, being lighter, would tend to collect near 
crown of tunnels, affecting ventilation.  
 
 (viii) Vertical curves are best provided in the formation during construction 
or doubling. This is a must in the case of summit type curve as it can 
never be satisfactorily provided later. 
 
 (ix) A series of rising and falling gradients leads to what is usually termed 
a “rolling profile”. In a rolling profile, if sags and summits are too close to 
each other, they can have an undesirable effect on train operation, 
specially on heavy haul operation, as the train may be over 2 or more 
summits with opposing force. Economy obtained in construction from 
closely changing grades may get offset by operating problems likely to 
arise later. 
 

WORKS REQUIRING CRS’ SANCTION 
 
Under Section 20 of the Indian Railways Act at Chapter VI of Rules for 
opening of Railways, or a Section of the Railway for public carriage of 
passengers, approval of CRS is necessary for execution of any work on 
open Line which will affect running of trains and temporary arrangements 
necessary for its execution except in case of emergency. 
 
Sanction of CRS is therefore necessary for commencement and opening 
of following works, when they are connected to, or from part of Railways 
already opened. 
 
1.   Addition. Extension or alterations to running line  
2.   Alterations to points & crossing on running line  
3.  New signalling  and interlocked stations or alterations to existing  ones 
4.    New station, temporary or permanent 
5.    Construction ( but not removal) of ash-pit on a running line  
6.   Heavy regarding of running lines involving lowering/raising  of track in 

excess of 500 mm 



7.  New bridges including road over & under bridges, foot over-bridges,  
    strengthening, raising reconstruction or extension of existing bridges,  
    addition or replacement of existing girders, including provision or  
    temporary girders 
8.   Provision of a new level crossing , shifting or existing level crossing on 

running lines, de-manning and downgrading of  level crossing, 
manning of unmanned level crossing, upgrading of level crossing 
involving changes in the method of  working or operation  ( such as 
interlocking ,provision of lifting barriers in place of gates etc.) and 
closing down of level crossings.. 

9.  Permanent diversion (deviation ) more than 2 Km in length without any 
station in between and irrespective  of length, when a new station is 
involved. 

10. Temporary diversions irrespective of length except those paid for  
restoration of through communication after accident. 

11. Additions or alterations of electrical installations in case of electric 
traction, 

12. Construction, extension or alterations to foot overbridges and road 
overbridges 

13. Alteration and reconstruction of works materially affecting structural 
character of any work already opened under CRS sanction 

14.  Any work involving Infringement to seclude of Dimensions 
15. Carriage of over-dimensional consignments when their gross 

clearance from fixed structure is less than 6”. 
 

3.  Work for which CRS’ sanction is not necessary 
CRS sanction is not necessary for following types of works: 
i.  Realigning curves 
ii.  Squaring joins 
iii.  Painting girders 
iv.  Cleaning & oiling roller bearing of girder bridges 
v.  Greasing & oiling of fish plates & fish bolts 
vi.  Adjusting creep 
vii. Renewal of points & crossing in station yards involving no material 

modification in layout 
viii. Relaying and re-sleepering  
ix.  Repairs, renewals, shifting or re-setting of signals with out any change 

in their function  or without alterations to their locking and where 
adequate distance braking distances are not affected. 

 
4.  Regarding construction of new lines, sanction of CRS is necessary for; 

i. Opening of new line to passenger traffic 
ii. Opening of doublings or quadrupling goods traffic ( this has been 

relaxed during period of emergency and can be opened  by Chief 
Engineer ( Construction ). 



 
5.  No sanction is necessary for opening of new lines to goods traffic. It is 
desirable to take sanction for operating engine and rolling stock on new 
lines even for good traffic to provide protection under the law for any 
damage done by rolling stock to adjoining property. 
 
 
Application 
a. For open line, application should be sent to CRS 14 days before 

commencement of work expected to be commenced. 
b. For new lines, application should be sent 1 month before opening of 

the section. 
c. CRS will normally inspect new line proposed to be opened to 

passenger traffic, but in case of open line works, he may not inspect, in 
which case he will authorize the railways to commence or open the 
work. In such a case, AEN or DEN will commence and open the work 
after issuing safety certificate and message of such opening will go 
telegraphically to CRS. A copy of Safety Certificate will be sent to CRS 
through CE. In case of joint works a Safety Certificate will be signed by 
Asst. Officers and Divl. Officers of Engg., Signaling & Optg. Depts., 
and in case of bridge works, the Bridge Engineer also. 
 

6.  In case of  emergency where track is required to be restored on 
account of damage caused by flood or by accident, AEN or DEN will 
commence or open the new work of diversion for maintaining traffic 
without sanction of CRS and will advise CRS of such opening by wire, 
and issue necessary Safety Certificate. 

 
7. While obtaining sanction of CRS for any open line work, application 

will have to be done in the standard form, requesting him to sanction 
the work and following documents will normally be supplied: 

 
Temporary/Permanent Works 
 

i.  Description of proposed work 
ii.  Drawing of temporary works 
iii.  List of infringement of Schedule of Dimensions 
iv.  List of deviations of Schedule of Dimensions 
v.  List of deviations from SWRs 
vi.  Restrictions 
vii.  Documents for bridges as per Chapter VII of Rules for opening 

Railways. 
 
8. A certificate will have to be given along with this, that detailed 

examination of strength and arrangements of materials to be used in 
temporary or permanent works has been made and that the design 



and materials to be used are upto the loads which are required to be 
carried out and that its opening to public carriage of passengers is not 
attended with any danger. 

 
Running of new types of locomotives in running track or increase in 
speed 
 
 Following documents will have to be furnished to CRS for obtaining 
sanction for permitting him to use the new type or loco or rolling stock or 
increasing speed of the section: 
 
i.  Load diagram 

ii.  A certificate to be jointly signed by CE and CME indicating that it is safe to 
run the new type of loco with its maximum axle load at the speed 
proposed 

iii.  A certificate for strength of track to be given by CTR 
iv.  A certificate for strength of girders to be given by Bridge Engineer 
v.  Certificate for test runs to be given by COPS 
vi.  Statement of infringement of standard dimensions. 

 
 
9. New lines: No new rly. Line can be opened for public carriage of 
passengers without obtaining CRS’ sanction. 
 
 If however the line is to be opened for carriage of goods, this can 
be done by CE/C in charge of construction. He is, however, required to 
intimate CRS the date fixed for opening of the line for goods traffic. 
According to the Code rules a line under construction should not be left 
unremunerative longer than is absolutely necessary. CE/C has therefore 
to ensure that as soon as rails have been linked and track brought to a 
reasonable standard for goods traffic, he takes action for opening the line 
for goods. 
 Before this could be done, however, necessary goods and parcel 
facilities at various stations on the section of the rly. Such as (a) goods 
siding (b)  facilities for stocking inward goods (c) goods sheds where 
necessary (d) goods clerk’s office (e) necessary furniture (f) weighing 
machine (g) residential quarters and supply of drinking water to staff and 
traders and (h) other  facilities considered absolutely essential, should be 
provided. 
 
 Arrangements for (a) compilation and issue of necessary rules and 
fare tables (b) advertising opening of line to goods traffic (c) posting of 
necessary staff (d) supply of station seal, consumable stores, forms, 
stationary, furniture etc. have to be made.  
 



 It is also CE/C’s duty to consult and take approval of local civil 
authorities as regards accommodation, works like level crossings including 
their classification, over and under bridges, cross drainage works, canal 
and irrigation crossings etc. 
 
10. Opening for passenger traffic: As mentioned earlier, no new line 
or section of a line can be opened for passenger traffic unless CRS has 
inspected it and sanctioned its opening. It is therefore the duty of CE/C to 
ensure that the line is not offered for inspection by CRS until it has been 
completely equipped. No temporary or makeshift arrangements, however 
safe, should be provided, for example, a bridge girder assembled on bolts 
and not riveted, a bridge girder supported on cribs will be considerable to 
be makeshift arrangements, under these rules. 
 
 At least 1 month’s clear notice is required to be given to CRS of the 
date on which it is desired that inspection should take place; and this has 
to be done after consulting open line administration. As a rule, inspection 
should take place a week or so before actual date of opening so that, if 
any recommendation for improvement or alteration are suggested by 
CRS, these could be carried out before due date. It also gives time to 
operating staff to take over the proposed line from construction staff. 
 
 According to Engg. Code a new line is ordinarily not considered fit 
for opening, unless - 
 
i.  All station buildings and quarters included in constrn. Estimate are 

completed and ready for occupation and use 
ii.  All stations and loco yards provided in constrn. Estimate are 

completed 
iii.  Track is thoroughly packed and boxed throughout 
iv.  All station signals, point indicators, derail or section blocks are in 

position and in perfect working order,  
v.  All points & crossing  are correctly and truly laid  
vi.  Watering arrangements are complete 
vii. All special, A, & B class level crossing are manned by Gateman 
viii. Permanent maintenance gangs are distribution along the line and 

allotted definite sections. 
 
Necessary staff required for operating new line should be posted and 
equipped with necessary rule books working instruction station diagrams, 
stationery, tickets etc. normally required for working, before CRS’ 
inspection. Responsibility for complying with this lies with CE/C. In turn it 
is advisable for CE/C to obtain in writing from other departmental heads 
that they would be ready with staff equi8pment etc. before CRS’ 
inspection. 
 



 
11. Opening of a line: According to section 19 of Rly. Act, CRS is required to 

recommend one of the following courses after inspection. 
i.  that the railways be opened unconditionally 
ii.  that the railways be opened subject to certain stated restrictions 
iii.  that the opening of the railways to be postponed until certain stated  
     conditions have been fulfilled. 
 
 CRS on his part has also to submit a report  to Rly. Board, who 
have, however, reserved themselves the power under section 19 (3) to 
confirm or cancel any sanction or orders given by CRS on receipt of result 
of the latters inspection. 
 
As soon as CRS has granted permission for opening of the line for public 
carriage of passengers, construction engineers should make over the 
working of the  line to operating Department 
 
 

12. Handing over to open line: According to Engg. Code, newly opened line 
is normally to be handed over to the open line authorities for maintenance 
within a period of 6 months of its opening. 
 
At the time of handing over, construction Engineer has to prepare handing 
over notes under the following heads: 

a)  General description of line including all points of importance  such as; 
i.  ruling grades, maximum curvature, compensation for grades, vertical 

curves, transition curves 
ii.  axle loads for which bridges have been constructed 
iii.  number of sleeper per rail 
iv.  type of ballast 
v.  list of works to be completed by open line and charged to  constrn. 

Estimates, the dates by which these be should be billed and paid for being 
specified.  

b)  Important bridges- for each important major bridge a separate note should 
be prepared giving details of training works provided, estimated discharge, 
maximum scour allowed etc. 

c)  Maintenance note- Notes, in particular, on special portions of banks, 
cuttings, catch water drains etc. which required special attention in 
monsoon or during sand storms, should be prepared.  
 
Besides, list of bridges building, level crossing, bench marks, completion 
drawings, tools & plants , P. way material made over as imprest petty and 
consumable stores, interlocking material, material lying at work site, list of 
maintenance labour and staff transferred to open line. Track renewal 
graphs, statement showing route mileage etc. should also be prepared.     
 



 
LEVEL CROSSING 

 
Types of Crossings: - Level crossings; road   over bridges; road under 
bridges;   pedestrian crossings (subway) or foot over bridges. 
 
Classification of level crossings: PWM 902; 
 
Special, A, B, C for roads; 
D for cattle crossings. 
 
Categories of roads ; PWM 903 
 
Class  I-   National and State highways 

  II-  Major and district roads. 
  III- Earth roads and cart tracks 
  IV- Cattle crossings. 

 
Design of level crossings: PWM para 904 and annexure 9/1 
 
Width of level crossing gate is based on width of carriage way (X)  
Class      I roads  -9m or X + 2.5m, whichever is more 
              II       - 7.5m or X + 2m, whichever is more 

   III  - 5m or X + 1.25m, whichever is more  
   IV  - not less than 2m. 

              
In skew crossings, the width of the gate shall be correspondingly 

increased. 
   

Metalling shall be provided for the same width as the gate and 
continued outside for a length of 7m, 5.5m, 3.78m and 2m in the case of 
class I, II, III and IV roads. The road surface which is to be maintained by 
the railway should be to the same standard as that outside the railway 
boundary. The width of formation between the gates and for a length of 
30m outside the gates should be 5m more than the width of the gate in the 
case of class I and II roads, 2.5m more than the width of the gate in case 
of class III roads and not less than 3m in the case of class IV roads. 
  

The road surface shall be level between the gates. 
 

Approach gradient shall not be steeper than 
1:40 for 15m beyond level for class I roads 
1:30 for    8m                   -do-          II   “ 
1:20  “      8m                    -do-        III   “ 
1:15   for class IV roads. 

There shall be a straight length of road outside the gate as follows: 



  
 
Class I 

 
 
Class II 

 
 
Class III 

Desirable 30m 22.5m 15m 
Minimum 15m    9 m 4.5m 

 
 
Minimum sighting distance of level crossing gate from road shall be 120m 
for class I, 60m or 90m for class II and 40m for class III roads in plain or 
rolling country and 60m for class I, 40 0r 50m for class II and 30m for 
class  III roads   in hilly country. A warning board shall be placed on the 
road approach to a LX at the above distances. 
 
Guard rails are provided for both the rails and the space in between is 
filled in and surfaced to a condition similar to the roads. The width of these 
rails should be at least 2m more than width of the gate. 
 
Gates or lifting barriers are provided. Gates close across the track in 
special crossings, but open outside in others. Minimum distance of gate 
post is 3m in BG and 2.5m in MG. S and  A class are normally open to 
roads traffic while B and C class are  closed to road traffic.  
 
Lamps are provided at Special, A and B class gates and optionally at C 
class. These display red to road users when closed and white when gate 
or barrier is open. There is red indication to drivers of approaching trains 
only in special class gates.   
 
Wicket gates are provided in Special, A and B class. 
 
Gate lodge is provided at a minimum distance of 6m. 
 
Interlocking & Communication: S and A class gates are always interlocked 
with signals. If outside station limits, gate signals are special provided, B 
and C class gates are interlocked in suburban sections and automatic 
signaling territory. 
 
Telephone communication: If the gate is within station limits, 
telecommunication is provided with ASM’s office in all except D class 
gates. If the gate is outside station limits, telecommunication is provided in 
all Special and A Class gates, and in B and C Class gates on the Rajdhani 
route, in suburban sections and on curves obstructing view. 
 
Warning bell operated by approaching train is provided where LC gate is 
outside station limits in Special class gates, and in A, B and C class gates 
in all suburban sections and non-suburban section with automatic 
signalling. 



 
 
Traffic & Engg Gates: (PWM 909) Gates within out most signals shall be 
under the control of the Operating Dept. while those outside shall be under 
the control of the Permanent Way Inspector.  
 
Equipment at gates: (PWM 910)  2 gate lamps, 2 hand signal lamps, 1 
green and 2 red flags, 12 detonators etc. 
 
Stop Boards (PWM 916) shall be provided on the road approach for road 
users at all unmanned C class level crossing s at 5m from centre line of 
the nearest track within the railways boundary. 
 
Whistle Indicators: (PWM 916) Marked W/L shall be provided at 600m 
along the track from the level crossing to enjoin the drivers of approaching 
trains to give audible warning to road users, on approach to unmanned 
level crossing or manned LC where view is not clear. 
 
Working rules for gates: Instructions on whether gates are to be 
normally open to road or rail traffic shall be incorporated in working rules 
for gates. These instructions including the signal diagram shall be kept at 
the gate lodge and at the nearest station. These shall be in English and in 
the local language. 
 
Musters for gateman should also be maintained in the gate lodge. A 
complaint book for recording complaints from the public should also be 
provided. 
 
Speed Breakers on approaches of unmanned level crossings: (PWM 
918): At all unmanned level crossings with metalled approach road, where 
motor vehicles ply, one speed breaker of approved design should be 
provided on either side of level crossing within railways boundary, at 
distance of 20m from gate. 
 
Protection of gates: Indications on either side at 600m, 1200mm on BG 
and 400m, 600m on MG and NG (painted on rail web or small posts on 
side).Danger signal at 5m. 
 
LX…………5m…………………..600m…………………..1200m        BG 
    …………5m………………….  400m…………………...800m        MG 
                Danger           One                 Three 
                signal          Detonator           Detonators 
 
 
 
 



Duties of Gateman (PWM 913): Should be medically tested periodically 
for A3 category. Gateman should be literate. Particulars regarding medical 
examination and vision test shall be maintained at the gate lodge. They 
should be alert and ready to protect a train in an emergency.  PWI and 
AEN should inspect regularly. 3 men should be provided in S class, and 
two men in A, B and C class gates (PWM annexure 9/1). 
 
Maintenance of LCs: (PWM 914): Level crossings should be periodically 
opened to check the condition of sleepers. Bearing plates and 4 spikes 
should be provided. Track may be welded through a level crossing, but in 
LWR, a LX should not fall within the breathing length (PWM 921). 
 
Road surface should be good and flangeway shall be clear. The  check 
rail clearance has to be checked. Min 51mm. max. 57mm (SOD Chapter 
1, paras 5&6 ). Minimum depth of check blocks 38mm). 
 
Census at level crossings (PWM 919): Census should be taken at least 
once in 3 years to determine the traffic in train-vehicle units.  
 
 

Priority for manning Level Crossing  
     
   (Board’s letter No 83/W1/LX/71 of 6-12-85) 
 
Category I All level crossings gates where TUV is more 

than 3000 
Category II All level crossings gates having less than 

800m visibility for road users and where 
TUV is more than 2500 

 
 
Level crossing register: These contain details of all level crossing . 
These should be maintained in all divisions by DEN and AEN’s offices. 
 
Cost of a level crossing: Level crossing provided at the time of 
construction is borne by the railways (E1810). If a LC is to be replaced by 
a bridge, provisions of E 1815 to E 1819 will apply. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SCHEDULE OF DIMENSIONS FOR BG & MG 

Sr. 
No
. 

Description BGmm MGmm

General (ft. 
inch) 

(ft. 
inch) 

1 Minimum distance centre to 
centre of track 

4265 3660 

 a. Recommended distance 
centre to centre of track 

4725 3960 

2 Minimum radius of curves 175m 109m 
3 Minimum clearance of check 

rails for a curve 
44 41 

4 Minimum clearance of check 
rails at level crossing 

51 51 

5 Maximum clearance of 
check rail at level crossing 

57 57 

6 Minimum depth of space of 
wheel flange from RL 

38 35 

7 Minimum horizontal distance 
from centre of track to any 
structure from Rl to 305mm 
(1’) above RL 

1675 1370 

Station Yards   
8 Minimum distance c/c of 

track 
4265 4265 

9 Recommended distance c/c 
of track 

4725 4420 

10 Maximum gradient in station 
yards 

1 in 
400 

1 in 
400 

11 Recommended –do- 1 in 
1200 

1 in 
1200 

Platforms   
12 Height above RL for high 

pass plat. 
Max. 
840 

405 

  Min. 
760 

305 

13 Max. height above RL for 
low pass. Platforms for BG 

455  

Points & Crossings   
14 Clearance of check rail 

opposite nose of crossing or 
of wing rail at nose of Xing 

Max. 
48 

44 

15  Min. 41 



44 
16 Clearance between toe of 

open switch and stock rail 
Min. 
95 

89 

17  Max. 
115 

100 

 
 
 
 

OVER-DIMENSIONAL CONSIGNMENTS 
 
1.1 The schedule of dimensions already provide for certain standard 
moving dimensions which govern the construction of rolling stock (loco, 
carriage and wagon). These are abbreviated for short as SMD. There are 
cases however when very large consignments may have to be transported 
over rail, the dimensions of which when loaded on ordinary/special 
wagons, exceed the standard moving necessary in the national interest 
(defense, development of industries in a region etc.) and Indian Railways 
have evolved a standard procedure which enables movement of such 
consignments under certain restrictions regarding day/night movement, 
speeds, and loading, lashing and packing conditions, and depending on 
minimum clearance available (with all packing, lashing etc.) to fixed 
structures on routes required to be traversed. Such consignments are 
called “out of gauge” loads or over-dimensional consignments - ODC for 
short. Depending on dimensions of the fully loaded consignments (after 
allowing for extra clearances for curves, lean due to super-elevation etc.) 
and the clearances to fixed structure line, such ODCs are classified into 3 
classes.  
 
Class A - Permitted out of gauge loads: These loads which exceed the 
maximum moving dimensions but do not infringe any fixed structure on the 
route by a net clearance of 6” and above, and gross clearance of 9” and 
above. 
 
Class B - Exceptional out of gauge loads: Here net clearances are not 
less than 3” but are less than 6” i.e. gross clearances are not less than 6” 
but are less than 9”. 
 
Class C - Extraordinary out of gauge loads: Where net clearances are 
less than 3”  
(Gross clearances less than 6”). 
 
 
 
 
1.2 Movement of such out of gauge loads is authorised as under:- 



Class Speed General Condition 
A Class   
i. Civil 25 kmph 

(MG) 
40 kmph 
(BG) 

         Day and night 

ii. Military Unrestrict
ed (i.e. 
speed of 
trains) 

                 -do- 

B Class   
i. Civil 25 kmph 

(MG) 
40 kmph 
(BG) 

Day only 

ii. Military -do- Night movement also 
permitted with TXR escort 

 
 
C Class 
Civil & Military: Speeds and restrictions same as for Class A & B on 
section where according to clearances, load can be cleared as A or B, as 
the case may be, and with restriction of stop dead and proceed dead slow 
at structures having most restricted clearance. Train is to be piloted by a 
responsible official of the Mech. Deptt. on such sections. 
 
1.3 A and B classes are normally cleared for movement at zonal HQ 
level, whereas C class movements require CRS’ sanction. To avoid delay 
and possible consequences thereof, CE is authorised to sanction 
movement of C class military consignments. Such powers can also be 
exercised by a Dy. CE nominated by name by CE for this purpose. 
 
1.4 For all ODCs, loading, packing and lashing conditions should be 
such that the consignments are stable throughout. Standard conditions 
exist and in cases of doubt CME is consulted and his advice taken. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FOUNDATION COURSE 
Question Bank 

        CIVIL ENGINEERING 
 
Fill in the Blank  

 Rails are rolled in a length of …………m. 
 UTS stands for………………………… 
 Life of 52 Kg. Rail (90 UTS) is approximately  …………GMT. 
 Life of 60 Kg. Rail (90 UTS) is approximately   …………GMT. 
 Testing of rails/joints to identify cracks etc. is done by ………… testing 
 SPURT car is used for………………… 
 Two different sections of rails are joined by using…………. 
 Fish plate required to be provided to join fracture in case of Thermit weld 

is ………… 
 Approximate weight of PRC Sleeper is ………… Kg. 
 Minimum sleeper density to be provided on Gr. A route is 

…………sleepers/Km.  
 Recommended sleeper density to be provided on Gr. A route is ………… 

sleepers/Km.  
 Minimum size of Ballast used on track is about ………… mm size. 
 Maximum size of Ballast used on track is about ………… mm size. 
 Extra ballast is required on ………… (inside/outside) of curve. 
 Steepest Gradient which exists in a particular section is known as……. 
 Versine in cm at mid chord on ………… m.  Chord is equal to degree to 

curve. 
 If degree of curve is 2, the radius of curve will be …………m.  
 Maximum super elevation which can be provided is…………mm. 
 Limiting Value of cant deficiency for Gr. A rout is…………….mm. 
 Between circular curve and straight line, ………… curve is provided. 
 If maximum sanctioned speed of section is more than permissible speed 

on curves than …………restriction becomes necessary. 
 If maximum sanctioned speed of section is less than permissible speed on 

curves than …………restriction is required. 
 Versines on Circular curves are……………. ( constant/linear variation/ 

Cubic parabolic variation) 
 Versines on transition curves are ( constant/linear variation/ Cubic 

parabolic variation) 
 What is full form of USFD 
 What is full form of GMT 
 What is full form of LWR 
 What is weight of 1m piece of 60 Kg rail 
 How is rail designated 
 How much is ballast cushion provided on Group “A route 



 Average speed of Patrolmen is taken as …………Km/Hrs. while making 
Patrol chart. 

 Maximum length to be travelled by a patrolman should not 
exceed………….km in his total duty hrs.  

 In a section having triple Beat and double frequency of Patrolmen, the 
requirement of patrolmen   would be …………nos. 

 In a section having double Beat and double frequency of Patrolmen, the 
requirement of patrolmen  would  be …………nos. 

 In the event of abnormal rainfall during day or night patrolling is organized 
over the  affected length by the order of ………… 

 Pair of …………rails with …………rail is known as point. 
 Permissible speed on 1 in 8 1/2 curved switches is …………kmph. 
 Permissible speed on 1 in 12 curved switches is…………kmph. 
 Term CMS crossing is used for ……………….. 
 Manual packing is not recommended for…………sleeper track. 
 Maximum progress of packing by latest CSM machine is about ………… 

sleepers per hr. 
 To accommodate expansion/contraction in LWR breathing length 

………… joint is provided. 
 For LWR minimum sleeper density shall be …………………..sleeper per 

KM. 
 In conventional maintenance system through packing of entire track is 

completed once in ………..Yrs.  
 In conventional maintenance system overhauling of entire track is 

completed once in ………..Yrs.  
 Track laid with 3 rail panel is known as………………… 
 Welded rail track for a very long length (5-7 Km) is 

called………………………………… 
 

Questions 
 What are different types of Rails in use? 
 Indicate approximate life of various sections of Rails. 
 What is USFD? How it is done? 
 What is LWR? Why and how is LWR de-stressed? 
 Explain the function of SEJ. 
 What are different types of sleepers?  
 Mention advantages and disadvantages of various types of sleepers. 
 Functions of various   Rails and Sleeper fastenings. 
 What is sleeper density? What are the recommended and minimum 

sleeper densities for various categories of routes? 
 What are the functions of Ballast? 
 What quality and size of ballast is specified to be used? 
 What is ballast cushion? How it is measured? What are recommended 

values? 



 What is minimum sleeper density for LWR 
 Mention factors on which speed for particular track depends 
 Four basic parameters for maintenance of Track Geometry are  

  ………………………………………. 
 Write down steps (activities) required to be taken in through packing. 
 What is difference between through packing and Overhauling? 
 What are the activities in Annual cycle of Maintenance? 
 Why Machine maintenance is required? Briefly mention about various Tie 

Tamping machines in use on IR and what is their output? 
 What are the various types of Patrolling in vogue? 
 What are the duties of patrolman? 
 What are the equipments to be carried by the Patrolmen? 
 How is Patrol chart prepared? Mention criteria to be followed while 

preparing the patrol chart. 
 Explain the situation where Curves are required to be provided. 
 What is the relationship between degree of curve and radius of curve 

(Write formulae only)? 
 Give relationship (Equation) between super-elevation, Radius of curve and 

Speed (velocity) of train. 
 What is Cant deficiency and cant excess? What are the permissible 

values for them? 
 Explain the need for transition curve?   
 What are the various components of Points and crossings? 
 How are they designated? 
 What are the Main factors which are responsible for limiting speed on Turn 

out .? 
 How much speed is permitted for various type of P&C. 
 What are the different Classes of Level Crossings? 
 What are the items to be checked during inspection of Level Crossing? 
 Draw sketch showing location of Temporary speed restriction Boards for 

work of long duration  for following cases  where train is required to stop at 
work site  where train is required to pass at restricted speed 

 Draw sketch showing protection of work for short duration for the train for 
following cases  where train is required to stop at work site  where train is 
required to pass at restricted speed 

 What is Schedule of dimensions? Values for important schedule of 
dimensions. 

 What is ODC?  
 What are different classes of ODC? How they are moved? What 

precautions are to be taken? 
 Who is competent to grant approval for movement of various classes of 

ODC?  
 Name different types of elastic fastening used in LWR 
 What are requirement of a good ballast 

 


